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He might not be conventional, but his love for the
field is undeniable. MSU's youngest c hemistry
professor is working to put the University in the
forefront of a rapidly changing sub-discipline.

THE
URE
By Susan Milner
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hink of chemistry.
Most people cringe
or shudder or
merely yawn pondering its complexities. But not
Tom Cundari. He senses excitement
in electrons and passion in properties and transformations.
"Chemistry is the most exciting
form of human endeavor after sex
and ice cream," says Dr. Cundari, an
assistant professor of chemistry
whose enthusiasm literally propels
him from desk to computer to classroom and back again.
And his fervor only intensifies as
he speaks of combining computers
and experimentation. By stretching
Photo illustrations by Don and Carol Neal Reber

the traditional limits of the field
with computers, an innovative subdiscipline-computational chemistry-emerges. Through computational chemistry, professors like
Dr. Cundari and department chairman Henry Kurtz are able to search
for solutions to contemporary
problems in medicine and technology.
"Chemistry is the most fundamental stuff in the universe," says
Dr. Cundari, a New York City native whose academic career has
carried him to Florida, North Dakota and Tennessee. "It's electrons
moving from here to there. With
the computer, you can look at the
nuts and bolts of nature."
Electrons provide the answers to
simplequestions-"Whyisthegrass
green?"-and more complex issues-"How can environmentally
safe fuels be derived from abundant
natural gas?" The computer allows
researchers to visually manipulate
these particles.
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Computers in Chemistry Classrooms

"Chemistry is the
most exciting form
of human endeavor
after sex and ice
cream," says Dr. Cundari. "It's the most
fundamental stuff in
the universe. With the
computer, you can
look at the nuts and
bolts of nature."

"It's chemistry in action," Dr. Cundari says.
"With the computer, I
can sit at my desk and
construct a molecule. I
can build it, play with it
and actually see chemistry taking place."
But the biggest advantage to using computers
in research is that the
computational chemist
and his equipment need
not be in the same room,
building or even state.
Computers in the University's Smith Chemistry
Building have access to the latest technology
across the country. Professors regularly log onto
National Science Foundation supercomputers
nationwide and use data from advanced research
facilities such as Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Through the Internet, an on-line service of independent computer networks, Memphis State researchers are able to perform calculations not
possible with local resources. Using this interlink, Professor Roger Lloyd accesses the Cornell
University supercomputer to aid in his research
on psychoactive drugs that produce fewer side effects. This interaction, says Dr. Cundari, provides
the University with a cost-effective approach to
cutting-edge research.
"It makes for a more level playing field for upand-coming places like Memphis State," he says.
"This University can compete with the Cornells
and Stanfords because the computers we use are
the same ones they use. And personally, I think
our ideas are just as good or better."
Parallel computing-the division of a single
job among multiple processors-provides great
benefits to computational researchers. Memphis
State, Vanderbilt University, the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville and Oak Ridge have formed
the Joint Institute for Computational Sciences.
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This organization permi ts researchers to
address important
problems with the
aid of parallel computing. Currently,
Dr. Cundari and several chemistry students are working
with UT and Oak
Ridge computers to
discover ways to convert methane, the
main component of
natural gas, into
more useful products. Dr. Kurtz is also involved
in institute research on the interaction of light
with advanced materials. In addition, he and
Dr. Cundari are networking department workstations to create a parallel supercomputer at
Memphis State. As part of a joint study agreement with IBM, this version of parallel computing
will be tested to solve problems in computer-aided
catalyst design.
Although computation cannot substitute for
experimentation, it can allow research to be more
efficient. With a computer, variables can be input
and results calculated before extensive experiments are undertaken. Researchers such as Dr.
Ted Burkey, associate professor of chemistry, use
the approach to integrate experiments with computations. This combination not only verifies computational methods but increases understanding
of the systems under study. The process, says
Dr. Cundari, saves time and money as well as
decreases the amount of chemical by-products.
"I think we can make an important contribution to the environment by cutting down on experiments," he says. "With focused research, you
have fewer misfires."
Students also benefit by studying computational chemistry and its integration into traditional
experimental chemistry, says Dr. Cundari. This

Not only are computers important in the research laboratory, but they have also found their way into the chemistry
classroom. Drs. Mark B. Freilich and Richard L. Petersen ,
associate professors of chemistry, and Dr. Gary R. Morrison,
professor of instruction and curriculum leadership, are creating instructional software under a grant from the U.S. Department of Education Fund to Improve Post-Secondary
Education. With the nearly $300,000 grant, the professors
are designing educational modules that surpass conventional computer-aided drill and practice problems used in introductory chemistry courses. These interactive modules use
graphic visualization and animation of important chemical
properties to rivet the attention of "Nintendo-generation" students.

Computer-Aided Materials Design
Photonics is truly the wave of the future, experts agree .
Similar to electronics, photonics relies on movement of light
instead of electrons. The design of commercial photonic
devices requires an improved understanding of how molecules interact with light. Dr. Henry A. Kurtz, chemistry chairman, is heading a group involved in Air Force-funded research
to develop better ways for modeling such processes.

Computer-Aided Drug Design
Computational chemistry has played its most important
role to date in drug design. Drs. Peter K. Bridson, Roger V.
Lloyd, Partha Ray and Charles N. Robinson can more fully
understand the chemistry of drug targets by visualizing their
structure on the computer screen and probing their chemical
design. Computational chemistry can reduce the time and
cost of drug development by quickly identifying the most
promising targets.

exposure enriches undergraduate and graduate
programs and the entire University community.
"In this department, we care about all our students," Dr. Cundari says. "We want them to have
a good idea of chemistry. Even if they're not going
into chemistry, we need to have people on this
planet who appreciate science and technology.
"Computational chemistry is an exciting new
field. It's the department's goal to convey a feeling
of excitement down to the undergraduate level."
Whether spouting technical theory or pondering
his computer screen, Tom Cundari exudes an infectious affection for his field. He frequently arrives at
work before 6 a.m. This personal dedication mirrors a professional commitment.
"I love my job," he says. "Our department is
working hard to make this an even better university. Memphis State cannot achieve its goal of
being a major research institution without a firstclass chemistry department. And there is some
cutting-edge stuff going on in Smith Chemistry
Building."

Computers in Analytical Chemistry
Computers interfaced to traditional experimental equipment are opening new frontiers in analytical chemistry, the
branch of chemistry involved in measuring substances. Such
equipment allows Drs. Theodore J. Burkey, Ying Li, J.C.
Williams and Pei He to measure smaller samples and more
transient species than ever before. Dr. He has designed his
own computer-driven equipment to measure minute concentrations of pollutants. Funded by the National Institutes of
Health, Dr. Williams' research examines human heart tissue. Although seemingly paradoxical, weak interactions in
chemistry often have the greatest significance. Dr. Burkey is
researching molecules arising from the weak interactions
between potential catalysts and small molecules, as well as
explosives decomposition in work funded by the National
Science Foundation and the Air Force.

Photo by Tom Wofford
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· THE CASE OF THE CULTURAL CONUNDRUM
By Susan Milner

What does every American need to know? Almost anyone who
lives in the United States possesses a minimal level of knowledge. But educated Americans need more than a rudimentary
grasp of basic information.
In his best-selling book, Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs to Know, Dr. E.D. Hirsch Jr. of the University of
Virginia outlined his version of what literate Americans should
know. Cultural literacy, says Dr. Hirsch, lies above the everyday levels of knowledge that most people possess and below
the expert level known only to specialists.
As a major urban institution, Memphis State is committed to
the scholarly accomplishments of its students and faculty. But
what should our graduates be expected to know? Several University professors surveyed their respective fields , examined
the scope of knowledge that constitutes a college education and
expressed a variety of views. Some responses were serious
and some were lighthearted, but all pr ovided an illuminating
glimpse into a perplexing issue. See how you do ... as Detective
Holmes declared to his faithful sidekick, "It's elementary, my
dear Watson."

eat.
Photos by Carol Neal Reber. Magnifying glass courtesy of Rare Finds Antiques, 1605 Monroe, Memphis.

DR. STAN HYLAND

DR. HSIANG-TE KUNG

Department of Anthropology

Department of Geography
and Planning

• As we move closer toward a
global marketplace, an understanding of cultural heritage and
diversity will become increasingly
important.
• F uture social scientists and political leaders need to focus on
understanding the assets of a community rather than its deficiencies.

DR. DONALD WELLS

Department of Economics

• If the demand for a good goes
up and other things remain the
same, the price of that good will
rise. If the supply of a good goes
up and other things remain the
same, the price of that good will
fall.

Department of Political Scienc~

'

• E ducated people should know
themselves so they can expand
their strengths and improve their
weaknesses.

• A knowledge of world geography allows people to function properly as good global citizens rather
than being isolated and becoming
ignorant.

• T here is no such thing as a free
lunch. Someone must bear the
cost.

Department of History
• Graduates should know how to
write clearly and effectively.
• S tudents should not learn a set
of "facts"; instead, they should
learn how to gain access to facts
and use them well. ,

• n politics, good intentions are
not enough. People df the best
intentions have often supported
1
policies and programs that have
DR. RUSSELL PuGH
produced cat1strophic conseDepartment of Music
quences. Good intentions must be
,harnessed to knowledge, experi• Graduates are the ones who ence and good judgment.
must produce out in the working
world-no one else will do i for •
o person, group or movement
them, cover for them or excuse can be trusted with unrestrained
them.
power. Even the oppressed, given
unlimited i;>ower, always abuse it.
• P rofessionals, whether in bu'si- History is filled with tragedy eness, science, industry or the arts, cause offailure to act on this prinneed to remember that they are ciple.
professionals and act accordingly.

.

DR. RALPH ALBANESE

Department ofForeign Languages
and Literatures

• T he study ofa foreign language
not only improves one's knowledge of English syntax and vocabulary, but enhances reading
skills as well.
DR. JAMES

F. PAYNE

Department of Biology
• O rganisms are governed by genetic systems that reproduce, are
inherited and that mutate.

• A general understanding of
scientific experimentationhow questions are formulated
and how designs are established
to seek answers.
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• K nowledge of a second language provides a competitive edge
in today's global job market, improving vocational opportunities
in business, government and industry, while contributing to

DR. RALPH FAUDREE

Department of Mathematical
Sciences

DR. PHILI DEBOO

Department ofGeological Sciences
• E ducated people should know
concepts of, and evidences for,
plate tectonics (old "continental
drift") and modem ideas of the age
of the earth.
• A rts and Sciences graduates
should know the following people:
Wagner, Shostakovitch, Glenn
Gould, Jascha Heifetz, Indira
Gandhi, John Cleese, Socrates,
Aristotle; and such places' as Finland, Bosnia, Somalia, Egypt and
Sri Lanka.

• D eveloping reasoning skills is
more important than learning
facts.

• N ot everything in life can be
quantified, but you cannot understand the world without quantitative skills. Numerical illiteracy is
:oot a virtue.

DR. MICHAEL GARLAND

DR. ANDREW MEYERS

Department of Physics

Department of Psychology

•
othing can go faster than the
speed of ligh . 3 X 108 mis is the
ultimate speed limit.

• B ehavior has consequences.

• W hile carrying an electric cu rent in a wire, electrons move only
a few millimeters per second.

• I ndividuals labeled "mentally
ill" are more similar to normal
than different, and the differences
are more by degree than kind.

At right: Earl Netcher ('49) catches
a pass during spring practice.

With World War II raging, players from the 1941 Memphis State College football
team were drafted in large numbers by Uncle Sam's team. After a dismal 1942
season with few players, little fan support and no funding, the football program
disbanded. Following the war, the program was rebuilt with a team
consisting mostly of ex-servicemen.

By Scott Bowden
alph Hatley speaks with a boyish grin
these days when asked about the 194 7
Memphis State College (MSC) football
team. But serving as head coach of a
team with limited funding and a roster
of mainly World War II veterans with no
college football experience wasn't always
pleasant.
Memphis State's football program,
dormant since 1942 because of the war,
was under reconstruction and Hatley
was chief architect.
In January of 1947, Dr. Cecil C.
Humphreys, who had played with
HatleyforCoachRobertNeyland's
Tennessee Volunteers, returned
as MSC athletic director after
working for the FBI. He persuaded Hatley to leave a coaching job at Christian Brothers
High School in Memphis and
build a team from scratch for
the upcoming football season.
Billy "Spook" Murphy, who
had just graduated from Mississippi State, was hired as assistant coach. Leo Davis was named
end coach and trainer.
The coaches conducted an
open spring practice to screen
candidates for the team.

Center: Robert "Brick" Mason played
with Murphy before coming to
Memphis State.

Above: "Greek" George ('51) was listed as
"Most Improved Player" in the 1948 DeSoto.

Bottom: Coaches Leo Davis, Ralph
Hatley and Billy "Spook" Murphy.

Photos courtesy of the Mississippi Valley Collection
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Although more than 100 men tried
out, the coaches found only 25 ready
to play on the college level. Three of
, those players had been on the team
before the war; two others, Robert
"Brick" Mason (B.S. '49) and Larry
Smith (B.S. '49 , M.A. '53), had played
with Murphy at Mississippi State.
Most of the men were war veterans
who had played in high school. Hatley
recruited the rest of the squad from
local high schools.
In order to maintain .a 42-man
roster , the team 's 30 available
scholarships were allotted according
to individual need. Some players
were on the GI Bill.
Mason, who was voted "Best Runner" of the 194 7 season , says he had
difficulty making the transition from a
well-funded, championship Mississippi
State team to a frugal MSC squad.
"It was like day and night," he says.
"Mississippi State had a lot of nice
facilities and at Memphis State we got
dressed in the basement."
Because of war injuries, Smith was
unable to play and instead was a student coordinator, serving as a liaison
between players and coaches. He later
became a part-time assistant coach.
Murphy had little trouble adjusting
to his role as assistant coach.
"There were some problems," he
says, "but Coach Hatley was a great
coach and we overcame all that."

At right: Spring
practice in 1947
consisted of daily
workouts and several
intra-squad games.
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Students and local businesses
helped provide funding for the struggling team.
"The students wanted to reactivate
footb all so badly that they agreed to
a student activity fee that would give
u s about $25,000 to start the program," Hatley says. "If not for the
student body, we wouldn't have had
any money to even get started."
For the college to justify their salaries, Hatley says, all three coaches
also had to teach. They taught until
noon and spent the rest of the day at
practice. H atley didn't even have an
office.
Because their uniforms had not arrived, the team wore old practice
pants and game jerseys when they
played their first game of the season, a
20-0 loss to Middle Tennessee State.
To cut costs, the players rummaged
through a barrel of old cleats and
matched them up the best they could.
"Every time a plane would fly over,
somebody would say, 'Hey, there are
our uniforms,"' Hatley jokes.
The uniforms arrived in time for the
first home game as the Tigers beat
Missouri School of Mines 13-0 at
Crump Stadium.
"I don't remember the details. I just
know it was muddy and we beat 'em,"
Hatley says.
According to an article in The Commercial Appeal, the Tigers easily de-

feated the Miners:
"About 1,000 spectators defied the
torrents of water that poured over
the field, and Brick Mason and
(Emmett H.) Stumpy Kirk ('49) repaid them for their discomfort. Mason
punched the first touchdown halfway through the first period, and Kirk
bored through in the final period.
"The Miners ... failed to notch a first
down, threw only two passes, which
the Tigers gobbled up, and showed a
minus in yards gained rushing."
Road trips for away games were
taken on a shoestring budget, Hatley
remembers.
"All we could afford to give the men
was a dollar for lunch. Once, I was
giving every man a dollar as they came
off the bus. It took a while before I
realized that they were circling back
around and coming through the back
door to get another dollar. I always put
Murphy at the back door after that."
The team ended the season at 6-2-1.
More important than the winning
record was the solid foundation set for
subsequent teams. In 1948, facing a
more difficult schedule, the Tigers finished 6-5, including a notable win over
a tough Louisville team. By 1949, the
Tigers had become the second highest
scoring team in the nation with 385
points and a record of 9-1.
Percy Roberts (B.S. '52) knew
early in the first season that the

Below: Keith White (B.S. '51) was listed as
"Most Valuable Player" in the 1948 DeSoto.

MEMPHIS STATE
1947 FOOTBALL RECORD
6-2-1

team
achieve greatness.
"I had some scholarship
offers to play ball elsewhere
but I could see the potential
for what was going to happen,"
Roberts says. "Coach Hatley and
Spook were really organized and
their practices showed that."
Hatley was an effective coach, Mason says, because the players respected
him. "He was a big old rascal, so nobody questioned that he was the boss,"
Mason says.
Hatley's teams were also successful
off the field. His first two squads compiled a higher academic average than
most male students at Memphis State.
"The ball club I had then was a
group of veterans who had been overseas fighting for their lives," Hatley
says. "They were here to get an education and the young freshmen followed
in their footsteps. We had a few boys
who didn't do too well, but then they
weren't playing much football either."
Hatley coached for 11 years be- ,
fore becoming director of health,
physical education and recreation, a position he held .,,_ ___
for 23 years.

vs. Middle Tennessee
State
vs. Missouri School
of Mines
vs. Centenary
vs. Murray State
vs. Union
vs. Pensacola Navy
vs. Millington Navy
vs. Arkansas State
vs. Austin Peay

0-20
13-0
26-7
7-14
21-0
54-0
58-0
19-19
40-0

Tigers-238 points
Opponents-60 points

Murphy became head coach in 1958 and
eventually led the Tigers to their first win over
Ole Miss. An athletic facility on the University's
South Campus is named after him and the M Club, a
group of former varsity sports lettermen, presents an
award in his honor.
All three coaches were admitted into the Tennessee
Sports Hall of Fame, with Davis' induction awarded posthumously in 1992.
Last year, the team gathered for a reunion and former
player Andy Settles (B.S. '49, M.A. '52) announced endowment of the Ralph Hatley Scholarship.
"It was good to see the fellows again," Hatley says. "I
looked around and said, 'Hey, who are all you old guys?"'
As Hatley stands on the balcony of his Memphis high-rise
apartment, he points out the home of today's Tiger football
players. With more than 62,000 seats, Liberty Bowl Memorial
Stadium is a far cry from old Crump Stadium field. Again the boyish grin appears as Hatley speaks of his former players.
"I have a lot of respect for those boys who helped us get this
thing started," he says. "They still have a bond with each other and
they're very loyal to me. I'm proud of every one of them."
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henJim Wetherbewas
a boy, an aptitude test
decreed that he should
be an educator or a preacher.
Sure enough, some three decades later, the Memphis State
University professor has become
both teacher and preacher,
spreading the gospel of cycle time
reduction.
Cycle time?
Think about the hours wasted
standing in line to have utilities
connected. Ponder the paperwork
involved in opening a bank account or applying for an auto loan.
Consider the amount of time it
takes to design a new product
and get it to the market.
Dr. James C. Wetherbe, who
recently accepted the Uni versity's Federal Express Chair
of Excellence in Management
Information Systems and Decision Sciences, has a simple explanation:
"When we talk about cycle
time, we are simply talking about
the time required to do a task,
whether it is admitting someone
to a hospital, processing an insurance claim or designing a new
car and placing it on the market."
With evangelical zeal , Dr .
Wetherbe travels back and forth
across the nation, speaking to
business leaders, students and
fellow academics; conducting research, writing books and articles
and teaching the salvation to be
found in information technology.
Information technology?
That means using computers
to collect mind-boggling amounts
of information ranging from individual credit files to corporate
inventory lists to stock market
trends for the past 50 years . But
more importantly, it means being able to use that information
to run a business more efficiently
or to produce a better product.
"We have the capability of
amassing all this information ,"
says Dr. Wetherbe. "But we don't
always make efficient use of
the information because we
don't know how to retrieve it

18

Mountains of paperwork can hinder efficiency and stifle producti vity.
Photo illustration by Carol Neal Reber; model: Albert Taylor.

when we need it."
One of Dr. Wetherbe's illustrations of how information
technology can be used to reduce
cycle time involves an ordeal
that almost everyone in this
mobile society must undergo.
"When I moved to Memphis, I
needed to establish telephone
and utility services," says Dr.
Wetherbe. "To establish credit
worthiness with the telephone
company, I simply gave my old
phone number, which provided
sufficient information to establish service.
"But to establish utility credit
worthiness requires a trip across
town, a personal appearance, a
wait in line and a $100 cash deposit. Which is better customer
service? Which is more efficient?
Which is using information technology innovatively?"
In an earlier decade, Dr.
Wetherbe might have been
known simply as an efficiency
expert, a title he does not totally
reject. But he is interested in far
more than just producing widgets with fewer hammer strokes.
Dr. Wether be is searching for
new ways to use information technology to speed the flow of information and reduce paperwork
and needless activity. The goal,
he says, is not only shorter

cycle time, but better products
a nd services and improved customer relations.
"You can have your cake and
eat it, too," he says. ''You can use
information technology to increase customer service at the
same time you increase your efficiency. For example, a car rental
syst em that keeps customer profiles on line allows you to pick up
your car without explaining your
life history. That company is going to r ent a lot more cars than a
company that makes you stand
in line and fill out a long application form each time."
After an early childhood in
Massachusetts, Dr. Wetherbe's
path t o Memphis State began in
New Mexico, where his father
wor k e d on development of
nuclear weapons and rockets. Because of his father's job, Dr.
W etherbe became familiar with
computers.
"They had a ton of computers
th ere," h e says. "In the 1960s, it
was unusual to find equipment
like that."
Enrolling in New Mexico State
University, Dr. Wetherbe found
a part-time job in the institution's computer center.
''You didn't find too many business maj ors with computer experience in those days," he says.

Even then, Dr. Wetherbe knew
that computers would take an
increasing role in business.
"I knew they were going to
be important, but I didn't know
that those things on the machine
room floor would turn into PCs
on people's desks, and I h ad no
idea that they would be s o
powerful."
Dr. W ether be earned a degree
in management with a minor in
business system design and computer science. He then went t o
work for the NCR Corp. His job
involved designing computer systems for banks, hospitals and
other businesses.
"I looked around and decided
that the people I was most impressed with in the computing
industry either worked for computer vendors or had worked for
vendors," he says. "I was given
enormous responsibility for a
young person, because I had the
technical knowledge to back up
the marketing people."
Dr. Wetherbe went on to earn
a master's degree and doctorate
in management information systems and computer science management at Texas Tech and began a teaching career that h as
taken him to Idaho State, the
University of Houston and t he
University of Minnesota . H e
headed the management information research center at Minnesota for 14 years.
Since leaving college, Dr.
Wetherbe has become a t op a uthority on information tech nology, writing 15 books and dozens
of articles on management information systems. He is also in
demand as speaker and visiting
scholar.
Information Week , one of the
leading journals in the field, h as
rated Dr. Wetherbe among th e
top dozen lecturers on information technology, and MIS Quarterly, an acad e mic journal,
awarded him its first Distinguished Scholar Award.
In addition to occupying the
Chair of Excellenc e, Dr.
W etherbe will direct the new

Federal Express Center for Cycle
Time Research. The center,
funded by the Federal Express
Corp., will conduct studies requested by the Memphis-based
international air cargo carrier,
but some research will be aimed
at public service projects.
One of Dr. Wetherbe's personal experiences instigated the
Cycle Time Research Center's
first study: a 35-city survey of
how long it takes for people to
be connected to public utilities.
Shortly after moving to Memphis, he faced the frustrating
experience of having utilities
connected at his home.
"Why?" he asks, "should it take
several hours to process the information to connect my water
and electricity?"
Results of the survey were
disappointing to someone who
preaches about the efficient use
of information and the reduction
of wasted time.
"Memphis is the only city that
requires a personal appearance,"
Dr. Wetherbe says. "In five cities,
the directory assistance operator
couldn't even tell us the name of
the local utility. In Boston and
Minneapolis, there is a two-week

delay, even after they get all the
information and your deposit."
Similar situations are slowing business and industry across
the nation at a time when other
countries are challenging the
U.S. for economic superiority. "I
think America is suffering because of these absurdities," Dr.
Wether be says. "When you reduce cycle time, you can improve
quality and competitiveness.
"You can reduce cycle time
through business re-engineering," he adds. "That can mean
radical change-re-inventing the
way you do things.
"But you can do some things
without radical change. For example, you can empower employees to make decisions instead of
climbing up and down hierarchical bureaucracies to get
permission to do something
most employees can decide for
themselves. Fred Smith of Federal Express has done this. He
has given employees authority
to approve claims for up to $100.
They don't have to get it approved by some executive. I don't
have to tell you how much time
that saves, and it does wonders
for customer relations."

Photo by Carol
Neal Reber
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At times Dr. Peterson speaks reverently about
the great German com poser; at times a wicked glint
sparks his eyes when he's sharing an amusing
historical tidbit. Only a lifelong devotee of Bach
earns the right to describe the 18th-century virtuoso organist as a stick-in-the-mud.
''We look back at this great genius, Bach, who
summed up everything musical that was done in

r. Peterson says. "But Baroque
ecline, and Bach was old-fashtime thought he was kind of a
y high-quality fuddy-duddy."
ach's reputation has changed
years. He has been described as
one of the greatest composers of all time, certainly
in the history of Western music.
Though Bach's contemporaries recognized his
organ virtuosity more than his gift for composition,
his work profoundly influenced later composers
such as Haydn, Mozart, Liszt and Mendelssohn.
"There's a wonderful story," Dr. Peterson says,
"about Mozart sitting down on the floor in the

Photos taken in Holy Trinity Episcopal Church by Gil Michael
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At times Dr. Peterson speaks reverently about
the great German composer; at times a wicked glint
spar ks his eyes when he's sharing an amusing
hist orical tidbit. Only a lifelong devotee of Bach
earns the right to describe the 18th-century virtuoso organist as a stick-in-the-mud.
"We look back at this great genius, Bach, who
summed up everything musical that was done in
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r. Peterson says. "But Baroque
ecline, and Bach was old-fashtime thought he was kind of a
y high-quality fuddy-duddy."
Bach's reputation has changed
years . He has been described as
one of the greatest composers of all time, certainly
in the history of Western music.
Though Bach's contemporaries recognized his
organ virtuosity more than his gift for composition,
his work profoundly influenced later composers
such as Haydn, Mozart, Liszt and Mendelssohn.
"Ther e's a wonderful story," Dr. Peterson says,
"about Mozart sitting down on the floor in the
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Memphis State University's resident Bach
expert has almost completed an immense
project: performing the composer's complete
organ works-approximately 200
compositions-during a 15-concert series.
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By Virginia McAfee Davis
Conversation with Dr. John D. Peterson comes
easily, especially when it concerns Johann Sebastian Bach. With little prompting, the Memphis
State music professor and Bach scholar launches
into a lively history lesson, interweaving anecdotes
about the composer's life and works.
At times Dr. Peterson speaks reverently about
the great German composer; at times a wicked glint
sparks his eyes when he's sharing an amusing
historical tidbit. Only a lifelong devotee of Bach
earns the right to describe the 18th-century virtuoso organist as a stick-in-the-mud.
"We look back at this great genius, Bach, who
summed up everything musical that was done in

the Baroque era," Dr. Peterson says. "But Baroque
music was on the decline, and Bach was old-fashioned. People at the time thought he was kind of a
fuddy-duddy-a very high-quality fuddy-duddy."
Needless to say, Bach's reputation has changed
during the past 250 years. He has been described as
one of the greatest composers of all time, certainly
in the history of Western music.
Though Bach's contemporaries recognized his
organ virtuosity more than his gift for composition,
his work profoundly influenced later composers
such as Haydn, Mozart, Liszt and Mendelssohn.
"There's a wonderful story," Dr. Peterson says,
"about Mozart sitting down on the floor in the
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At left: Located in Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, this
instrument is one of a half-dozen organs in Memphis that
have mechanical key action. "The organ is 'Bach-like,"' says
Dr. Peterson. "It produces the kind of sound I heard in
Germany and is tuned the way organs might have been tuned
in Bach's day."
Below: Bach's monogram, which appears on these pages,
intertwines the composer's initials: J , S and B. Reprinted by
permission of Concordia Publishing House.

middle of parts of a Bach choral piece and just
looking at it and being amazed by it."
Dr. Peterson, who began playing piano at age 4,
says he has always been aware of Bach's music. But
during his junior high school years he learned to
appreciate it fully.
"I played for the boys choir, and one day one of
my music teachers called me into his office," Dr.
Peterson says. "He handed me his recording of
Bach's Mass in B Minor and said, 'This is something every musician ought to know.' That changed
my life, listening to that recording."
Dr. Peterson's subsequent accomplishments include performing and presenting workshops
throughout the country and co-editing the Concordia
edition of Bach's Orgelbuchlein, or Little Organ
Book. He also has published his own compositions
and hymn arrangements.
Out of love for Bach, the professor began a
monumental project almost four years ago. After a
trip to Leipzig, Germany, where Bach spent his last
27 years, Dr. Peterson decided to perform the
composer's complete organ works.
Planning and performing a series of 15 recitals
of approximately 200 organ works is no simple
undertaking. Dr. Peterson outlined the whole series before his first performance in June of 1990.
"As great a composer as Bach was, there are a
few pieces that came down to us in damaged copies
or practically sketches,"he says. Dr. Peterson knew
that if he concentrated on one concert at a time,
the final performance might consist entirely of
these partial works.
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After his return from Germany, he used a computer database to enter every composition and the
amount of time required to play it. Then he considered which pieces were appropriate for each of the
organs he would be playing at four Memphis
churches.
"I figured out how to produce the recitals so that
they wouldn't necessarily be in chronological order. I wanted to have some variety on all the
programs and make sure I got all the pieces played,"
Dr. Peterson says.
On Feb. 13 he will conclude the series at Lord of
Life Lutheran Church, 6865 Poplar Pike. The performance will culminate with Bach's great Prelude
and Fugue in E Minor, nicknamed the "Wedge."
"As you look at the fugue subject on the page, it
looks like a wedge," Dr. Peterson says. "It starts
with one note and the notes open out. It's a brilliant
piece."
In addition to composing music, Bach is also
remembered for pioneering technical advances in
tuning. While inspecting new and restored organs,
Bach began tinkering with traditional tuning
methods. His tinkering resulted in the famous
two-volume work, The Well-Tempered Clavier, a
collection of 48 preludes and fugues written in
each major and minor key. The work demonstrates Bach's tuning method, in which all keys
are tuned in "slightly unequal" temperament.
"The reason he wrote that set was to demonstrate that if you have the technique-and most of
us don't-you can sit down and play that book from
cover to cover and not retune the instrument," Dr.
Peterson says.
Bach reportedly admired the organ builder
Gottfried Silbermann, several of whose organs Dr.
Peterson played during his trip to Germany.

"Silbermann routinely tuned his organs in the
"That aria is ethereal," he says. "It soars like an
old style," Dr. Peterson says. "It is said that Bach, angel, but it's not showy. It talks about our resurwho could be a little cantankerous, delighted in rection and our afterlife; not Christ's Resurrection,
walking up to a Silbermann organ and playing an but resurrection as it applies to everybody else. It's
A-flat chord, and it sounded terrible. He would do simply one of the most beautiful pieces of music I'v_e
that deliberately if Silbermann were in the room, ever heard.
as if to say, 'Well, you're still doing this old-fash"It may be that after all is said and done, Bach's
ioned thing_"'
real masterworks are the cantatas," the organist
When asked what Bach pieces he would suggest said. "They're built so much on Lutheran hymns
for the novice listener, Dr. Peterson reflects for a and Scripture, which fed Bach in a wonderful way.
moment. It's a tough question, he says. When he Albert Schweitzer thought the cantatas were the
responds, the selections plucked from his mental heart of Bach's output."
list don't necessarily include the most famous or
What's next for Dr. Peterson? Though the
complicated works-or organ pieces.
scholar and performer is obsessed with Bach, his
"From a formal standpoint, Cantata 106 is not ambitions are diverse.
the equal oflater works," Dr. Peterson says. "But
He took leave from teaching last fall to begin a
it's such an ingenious, tender little
piece of music. It was written for a
funeral, and it's scored for two
,.
recorders and two viola da gambas,
so it's a very quiet orchestration.
"It doesn't have the stamp of
mastery about it, but it's something that you just can't help but
love."
Dr. Peterson also mentions two
movements from Easter cantatas:
one is the middle movement of
Cantata 4 and the other is the
bass aria from Cantata 31.
"We get so used to Easter being
lots of trappings, trumpets and
drums, doves being released and
balloons going up," Dr. Peterson
says. "These pieces are nothing
but the singer and the orchestra.
Facsimile of Christ J-ag in Tod es ban den reprinted from Joh a nn Sebastia n Bach
"They're very plain. It's almost
Orgelbiichlein with permission from Concordia Publishing House.
as if Bach were saying, 'When
we're dealing with the Resurrection, we're dealing book that will be an outgrowth of the recital sewith this simple fact. We're not going to muck it ries-a performer's perspective of Bach's organ
up with all this other crazy stuff. We're just going works.
to deal with a mystery here."'
''What I really want to do is write a murder
Dr. Peterson's last suggestion for a mini- mystery," Dr. Peterson admits, "but they don't
Bach appreciation course is the soprano aria in give you faculty development leave to write murCantata 31.
der mysteries. "'
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PROFILE

Veronica Coleman
Whether pursuing a black belt in karate or dispensing justice in Juvenile Court, Veronica Coleman
has demonstrated the endurance, intelligence and talent necessary for success. With the support of
Sen. Jim Sasser and President Bill Clinton, this MSU alumna has recently assumed leadership of
the federal prosecutor's office in West Tennessee.

By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

Photo by Gil Michael
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nly a handful make the cut. Of the throngs
who begin karate classes, few demonstrate
the fierce concentration, stamina and calm
detachment needed to attain shodan (firstdegree black belt) status.
Before donning the coveted black belt, MSU alumna
Veronica Coleman had to progress through several levels,
each requiring arduous training and an exhaustive test.
"It's a great discipline," says Coleman (J.D. '75), whose
pugilistic pursuits have extended to the courtroom as well
as the karate dojo. During the past 13 years, Coleman has
proven to be an aggressive prosecutor, litigator and judge.
She has recently begun her most ambitious undertaking to
date: serving as the U.S. attorney for the western district
of Tennessee.
"For me, this position represents a culmination of a lot
of experience, work and luck," she says. "I look at it as a
continuation of growth and development. It's a great opportunity."
Coleman is accustomed to sparring in a male-dominated
arena. She was the first woman to sit on the Juvenile Court
bench in 25 years and is the first black and the first woman
to serve as U.S. attorney in Tennessee.
The qualities that contributed to Coleman's prowess in
martial arts also ensured her success in the judiciary. A
Juvenile Court referee since 1989, Coleman has a reputation for being tough but fair. Though she advocates "vigorous enforcement of laws," Coleman has also embraced
alternative sentencing programs such as Parents Fair
Share, a holistic approach to child support. Unemployed
parents referred to the program acquire the job training
and technical skills necessary to provide for their children.
"(Parents Fair Share) has really turned my entire life
around," wrote program graduate Alonzo Demesma in a
letter to Coleman. "This program has inspired and motivated me ... .I would like to thank you for helping me get my
life on the right track."
Though she has lived several places-including Brooklyn, N.Y., and Ghana, West Africa-Coleman calls Memphis home and is committed to helping heal the city's ills.
For the past 20 years, she has immersed herself in a host
of community improvement projects. Coleman has served
as a mentor in programs sponsored by the Memphis City
Schools, Girls Club and the Coalition of 100 Black Women.
She has also held leadership roles in dozens of organizations ranging from Goals for Memphis and Free the Children to the Blues City Cultural Center and the mayor's
Black-on-Black Crime Task Force.
While president of the Coalition of 100 Black Women,
Coleman initiated Mentors of Mothers (MOM), the first
volunteer mentoring program for teenage mothers.
"That program was wonderful," says Coleman. "We
trained about 30 women to be mentors for girls who were
pregnant for the first time or had delivered their first
child. The girls signed contracts agreeing to stay in school
that year and not to have a second child while in the
program. If they were high school seniors, they had to

agree either to go to college or find employment-and not
to have a second child until they had completed those goals.
"As a result of that program, the Department of Human
Services applied for funding to establish a similar program.
But there is no program to date that has been as effective
as ours."
Coleman says she has always been interested in issues
affecting young people, such as juvenile violence and crime.
"When I applied to college, I wanted to major in criminology with an emphasis on delinquency," recalls
Coleman. "They didn't have a major in criminology, so
they put me in sociology. When I went to law school, I
ended up in criminal law. Even though I've done a lot of
different things, I continued to be interested in that area.
So when I went to Juvenile Court, I felt that my career goals
had come full circle."
Prior to her appointment as Juvenile Court referee,
Coleman held a variety of positions in the legal community,
ranging from assistant public defender to prosecutor to
corporate litigator. She also served for almost two years as
legal counsel for then-MSU President Thomas Carpenter.
Coleman continued her affiliation with the University
by serving on the law school's Board of Visitors, Greater
Memphis State's Board of Directors, the MSU Foundation
Board of Trustees and the Academic Fund's Century Club.
During her years as an MSU student, Coleman's involvement in campus life was tenuous at best. With three
young children at hom e, she had little time for extracurricular activities.
"People ask me how I raised the kids while going to law
school," she says. "My husband and I were working and
going to school, so our kids were accustomed to that lifestyle.
It was a given that the world of academics was going to be
a major part of their lives.
"We never treated our sons like babies," continues
Coleman. "We pretty much treated them as equals, encouraging them to take the initiative in schoolwork as well as
their activities. I wanted our children to be self-sufficient.
I didn't bring them into this world so they could come back
and live with me for the rest of their lives."
Coleman takes great pride in h er children's accomplishments. Her oldest son, Wisdom, graduated with an aerospace engineering degree from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and is a naval aviator. Her middle son, David,
recently graduated from Boston University with a dual
degree in music performance and composition. Anthony, a
senior at Christian Brothers High School, plans to attend
MIT and study physics.
As a Juvenile Court referee, Coleman dealt on a daily
basis with young people who had committed crimes or
shirked responsibilities. She evaluated their cases with the
same philosophy that launched her sons toward academic
achievement and inspired her to excel in karate as well as
the law:
"Success," she says with a smile, "is defined by being
independent and taking care of yourself. Success is not
dependency."
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NEWSBITS

NEWSBITS
Another funded study will address why
cigarette smoking has little effect on the
weightofblackwomen. The $500,000 study
will involve about 400 women.

estimation, computer-aided design
(AutoCAD) and computer-aided manufacturing. The software will enable students
to design parts on a computer; automated
equipment and robots will then manufacture the parts. The University also received funding for a liquid crystal display
projection system that will be used to enhance student training.

ships and savings bonds by correctly answering questions in science, literature,
mathematics, history, geography and current events. The half-hour competition airs
at 10 a .m. Saturday mornings from October to May. Dr. Richard R. Ranta, dean of
the College of Communication and Fine
Arts, is questions-and-answers judge.

Swanky center
Global economy

Samuel B. Long III, former director of the
University of Virginia Fund, has been named
vice president for advancement at Memphis
State. He heads MSU's fund-raising activities
and oversees development and alumni
operations. (Photo by Mike Murray)

Lend an ear
The American Psychological Association has granted full accreditation to
Memphis State's doctoral program in
counseling psychology. The four-year program trains psychologists to work as educators and as staff members of mental
health clinics, hospitals and counseling
centers. About 70 counseling psychology
programs have been accredited nationwide, said Dr. Burl E. Gilliland, the
program's coordinator. Only eight new students are accepted each year from several
hundred who inquire about the program.

Upin smoke
Memphis State and the Memphis City
School System h~ve received $1.5 million
from the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) to begin a four-year study of why
black teenage girls start smoking. Dr. Robert C. Klesges, head of the study, said all
seventh-grade girls in the city school system completed detailed questionnaires
designed to identify factors that prompt
smoking. Questionnaires will be given annually for four years.
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The U.S. Department of Education
has renewed a $250,000-a-year grant to
fund the Center for International Business Education and Research through
1996. More than $1.7 million from the
Education Department has been awarded
to the University for international business education.
The center began a new master's degree program in international business
last fall with 23 students. The international business education project includes
seminars, conferences and assistance for
Mid-South businesses entering the international marketplace. An international
business data library provides information on markets, culture and laws affecting
businesses dealing with foreign nations.

New cuisine, framed art and improved
climate control are just a few of the changes
included in the Fogelman Executive
Center's first upgrade since its opening in
1987.
Chef Sharyl N aftal, a graduate of Ecole
Superieure Cuisine de Francaise and the
Cordon Bleu in Paris, recently joined the
center's staff. Art by University students
and posters from the Memphis in May
International Festival and WONDERS:
The Memphis International Cultural Series have also been added to each floor of
the building.

The write stuff
The River City Writing Awards judge
has picked three short stories for the 1993
awards. Funded by the Memphis-based
Hohenberg Foundation Inc., the awards
program is one of the nation's most prestigious fiction writing competitions.
"Seeds"by Gary Eller from Ames, Iowa,
won the first-place, $2,000 prize. Jim
Nichols from Thomastown, Maine, took
the $500 second-place award for "Jon-Clod."
Joyce Madelon Winslow from Washington, won $300 third-place honors with
"Born Again." Chosen from more than 500
manuscripts, the winning entries appeared
in the fall 1993 River City magazine.

employees, improve communication and
enhance interpersonal relationships.
James Lippy (M.A.'70), assistant director
of administrative and business services,
serves as program coordinator.

Scholarship's UP
Union Planters National Bank has
established a scholarship fund at Memphis State in honor of a longtime member
of the bank's board of directors.
The Tim Treadwell III-Union Planters National Bank Scholarship Fund will
be awarded to a junior or senior majoring
in insurance, banking or a related subject.
Eligibility will be based on grades and
financial need. The bank has begun the
scholarship fund with $30,000. Additional
funds will be contributed by friends and
associates of Treadwell, an insurance executive who recently retired from the bank's
board.

Accounting accolades

Faculty kudos

The newly established Tennessee Accounting Hall of Fame has inducted its
first three members: Frank Greathouse,
former director of state audit; Hugh Marsh,
former director of internal audit of the
Aluminum Company of America; and P. K.
Seidman (LL.B. '36), founding partner of
Seidman & Seidman, international certified public accountants. The School of Accountancy in the Fogelman College ofB usiness and Economics established the Hall of
Fame to recognize persons who have made
significant contributions to the accounting
profession.

Hands-on technology
Memphis State's Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program has received $189,000 in equipment, software
and cash grants from the Society of Manufacturing Engineers. The award includes
software for tool design, manufacturing

Savvy kids
For the seventh consecutive year,
Memphis State is co-sponsoring WREGTV's Channel 3 Knowledge Bowl.
The competition allows 32 high school
students to compete for individual scholar-

Sexually speaking
Dr. Ruth Westheimer stressed sexual
literacy and practical knowledge of contraceptives, sexually transmitted diseases and
sexual satisfaction in a recent lecture at
Memphis State.
Familiarly known as "Dr. Ruth," Dr.
Westheimer helped pioneer the field of
media psychology in 1980 with her latenight radio program, Sexually Speaking.
She now reaches an international audience through television, books, newspapers, games, home videos and computer
software.

Finely focused
The first phase of a new total quality
management system is underway in
Memphis State's business and finance division to improve employee communication. The program, "Focus for Excellence,"
is designed to provide a forum for division

Memphis State's Center for Research
on Women has won two major national
awards from the American Sociological
Association (ASA).
Dr. Lynn Weber (B.A. '71, M.A. '73),
center director; Dr. Elizabeth Higginbotham, associate director; and Dr.
Bonnie Thornton Dill, founding director,
accepted the Jessie Bernard and the Distinguished Contributions to Teaching
awards at the ASA's annual meeting held
in Miami Beach, Fla. Dr. Dill is now a
professor of women's studies at the University of Maryland.

Four professors were honored with
Memphis State's Distinguished Teaching
Service Awards at the 1993 Faculty Convocation.
The recipients ofMSU's highest teaching awards are Dr. RonaldH. Eaton(B.B.A.
'62, M.B.A. '67), associate professor of accountancy; Dr. Janet E. Foster, assistant
professor of instruction and curriculum
leadership; Dr. Elinor Kelley Grusin (B.S.
'62), assistant professor ofjournalism; and
Dr. Phillip T. Kolbe, assistant professor of
finance. Receiving plaques and checks for
$2,000, the four were chosen from more
than 600 nominees.

Linking up
Memphis State has expanded its electronic classroom network to Dyersburg
State Community College. The new television link enables University professors to
teach students in Dyersburg and Jackson
from a Memphis classroom, said Dr. Robert H. Beach, assistant dean of MSU's
College of Education.
A computer-controlled system of television cameras and monitors connects
University classrooms with community
colleges. Instructors can be located in any
of the classrooms and students across the
network will be able to participate in
class discussions.

CROWing with delight

Memphis State has recognized a pioneer in
women's athletics by naming the University's
Field House in honor of Elma N. Roane (B.S.
'40), who retired in 1983 as the University's
women's athletic director. Roane was associated
with MSU as a student, athlete, coach, professor
and administrator for more than 45 years.
Throughout her career, she was a vocal advocate
of women's athletic programs on college
campuses. "She was fighting for women's
athletics when it wasn't fashionabl e or popular," said President Lane Rawlins. (Photo by
Mike Murray)

Neighborhood watch
Officers from Memphis State's Public
Safety Department have expanded their
patrols into neighborhoods surrounding
the University. The expansion of the
patrols is part of an anti-crime initiative
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that outlines a coordinated community
campaign by the University, neighborhood
organizations and the Memphis police.
"We have the lowest campus crime
rate of any big-city university in Tennessee," said Roger Fowler, director of public
safety. "But we cannot assume that
criminals will stop at the edge of the
campus."

of psychology to interim president of the
University. For 13 years, he also served as
MSU's vice president for academic affairs.
In addition, he directed the Center for the
Study of Higher Education and served as
interim dean of the College of Education.
Dr. Boone is a 1985 recipient of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Human Rights
Award.

Designs on Dixie

Scoring points
The graduation rate for Memphis
State male athletes has more than doubled
since 1987, the University's athletic academic services director reports . Sixty-five
percent of scholarship athletes entering
the University in 1987 have graduated,
said Dr. Timothy L. Sumner following a
study that tracked athletes for six years
from the time they entered MSU. Only 27
percent of the scholarship athletes entering in 1981 had graduated by 1987, Dr.
Sumner said.

Actress Dixie Carter (B.S. '63) has
been presented the 1993 Memphis State
Distinguished Achievement Award for
Creative and Performing Arts.
Carter, who starred in the long-running CBS television series Designing
Women, is the first theatrical artist to
receive the University's highest award for
the creative and performing arts. Among
previous winners are country musicians
Charlie Rich and Chet Atkins, former opera star Marguerite Piazza, blues artist
B.B. King and rock 'n' roll singer Jerry
Lee Lewis. Carter accepted the award
during a gala reception following a performance of A Streetcar Named Desire,
which was co-sponsored by First Tennessee Bank.

ALUl\INI REVIE,v
NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE
Pos. 1: Michele Dote Merritt '83 BEd; Pos. 2: Ray
Mullins '70 BA; Pos. 3: Gary Nickerson '79 BBA; Pos.
4: Sandra Brooks '87 BBA; Pos. 5: Bruce Young '84
BA/'93 MPA
DISTRICT DIRECTORS
I: Kevin Roper '82 BA (Cordova, TN) ; II: Charles
Garrett 11 '83 BSME (Jackson, TN); Ill: Ken Seaton '85
BBA (Adamsville, TN); IV: Jeffrey Autry '85 BBA
(Humboldt, TN); V: Fredricka Robertson Schleifer '65
BA (Union City, TN); VI: Wayne Armstrong '61 BSf 61
MA (Brentwood, TN}; VII: Richard Bennington '75 JD
(Chattanooga, TN}; VIII: Gayle Powelson '81 BBA
(Stamford, CT}; IX: Ron Hart '81 BBA (Atlanta, GA); X:
Amy Peyton '84 BA (Indianapolis, IN}; XI: Larry LaRue
'72 BBA (Arlington, TX); XII: Tom Gerdes '61 BBA
(Evergreen, CO); XIII: Paul Spellman '77 BBA
(Redondo Beach , CA)
CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
Art: Anna Kay Walker '83 MA; AUSP: Denice Perkins
'84 MA; Band: Lorri Moore '87; Bus. & Econ.: Jere
McGuffee '87 BBA; Educ.: Dr. Vivian Carter Dillihunt
'70 BSEd, '72 MEd, '86 EdD; Emeriti: Dr. Doug Mayo
'39 BS; Engin.: Claire Barnett '85 MS; Jour.: Calvin
Burns '74 BA; Law: Stephen Vescovo '77 BBA/'80 JD;
Luther C. McClellan: Bruce Young '84 BA, '93 MPA;
Nursing: Charlotte Black Cavin '87 BN ; Univ.College:
Mary Ann Baer Capocaccia '84 BPS; Women's
Leadership Council: Barbara Hewitt Lawing '82 BPS/
'84 MA; Young Alumni Council: Missy Smith '89 BS;
SAB: Justin Huffman '95; SGA: Corey Hickerson '94.

Raves for researchers
Dr. Terence E. Horgan, a professor of

MSU CLUBS
Arizona: Tom Sawner '55 BS; Atlanta: Jerry Newsome '87 BBA/'91 JD; Birmingham: Michael Carter
'72 BSEf75 MS; Boston : Bob Canfield '59 BBA; The
Carolinas: Bill Claytor '64 MA/'69 JD; Chattanooga:
Bob Davis '73 JD; Chicago: Ben Weeks '62 BBA/'66
MBA; Cincinnati: Gordon Proud '91 BA; Dallas/Ft.
Worth: Gary Crooms '81; Colorado: TBA; Houston:
Richard Vaughan '81 BSCE; Huntsville: Jack Miller
Jr. '83 BA; Indianapolis, IN: Todd Hopkins '87 BBA;
Jackson, MS: TBA; Jackson, TN: Dr. Bill Woods '76
BS; Jacksonville, FL: Jim "Red" Hoggatt '53 BSf 62
MA; Knoxville: TBA; Little Rock: Bill Oury '62 BS;
Los Angeles: Jennifer Kutz Phenicie '91 BS;
Louisville: TBA; Milwaukee: TBA; Nashville: Steve
A. Muller '81 BS; New Orleans: Mike Finney '87 BBA;
New York: Richard Reyle '88 BBA; Oklahoma: Becky
Bell-Edwards '91 BA; Orlando: Kenneth Richie '83
BA/'86 JD; Pickwick, TN: Dr. Joe M. Cromwell '76 BS;
Northwest, TN: TBA; San Franciso Bay: TBA; South
Florida: Jim Richens '85 BBA/'87 MBA; St. Louis:
James A. Daniel '81 BS; Tampa Bay: Tom Rives '71
BSEd; Tri-Cities, TN: TBA; Upper Cumberland, TN:
Ronald Thurman '84 JD ; Washington, D.C.: Daphne
Lubkowitz '89 BS; Washington State: Debora C.
Daniel '82 BS

philosophy, and Dr. Steven M. Ross, a
professor of education, are winners ofMemphis State's 1993 Distinguished Research
Awards. The men accepted plaques and
$2,000 checks at the University's Faculty
Convocation.
A member of the faculty since 1981,
Dr. Horgan is a first-time winner of the
Distinguished Research Award. Dr. Ross
is the only faculty member to have won
both MSU's Distinguished Teaching Service Award and the University's top research award twice.

Decades of distinction
Dr. Jerry N. Boone, a longtime professor of psychology and education, received
the President's Award for Distinguished
Service at the University's Faculty Convocation.
Dr. Boone, who retired last year, held
positions ranging from associate professor
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Life's most noble pursuit, says poet and author
Maya Angelou, is "liberation ofthe human mind
and spirit." In a University performance before a
capacity crowd, Angelou explained methods for
achieving that liberation. During her 40-year
career, Angelou has excelled as a poet, educator,
historian, author, actress, playwright, civil rights
activist, producer and director. She was
commissioned by President Bill Clinton to write
and deliver a poem for his inauguration. Angelou
has been nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, the
National Book Award, a Tony and an Emmy.
(Photo by Tyrone P. Easley)

Memphis State's mascot spends most of the time lounging by his private pools. TOM II resides in a
3,500-square-foot, $250,000 structure built by the Highland Hundred, a football booster club. "The
habitat was built totally with funds donated from true-blue Tiger fan s who love Memphis State, " said
Bobby Wharton (B.E. T. '75), former president of the organization. Located at St. Nick Farms and
Zoological Park in Collierville, Tenn ., the complex features two pools, a waterfall and an airconditioned examining room. (Photo by Carol Neal Reber)

ASSOCIATION STAFF
Director• Bob Plunk '74 BA
Alumni Pubs. Editor• Dana Avent Tucker '90 BA
Coordinator• Tona Jackson '88 BA
Coordinator• Michelle Vinson '91 BA
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Carry the Spirit ofMemphis State
n November
Memphis
State University alumni and
friends received
information regarding
a new MSU Visa®
Classic and Gold Card
offered by First USA
Bank of Wilmington,
Del., and the National
Alumni Association.
By using the card,
University supporters
help fund scholarships
and Alumni Association programs.
Through Nov. 30,
1994, the MSU Visa Card is offering a low, introductory fixed rate of 8.9
percent; and a variable rate, currently 12.9 percent, thereafter. Advantages of using the card include no annual fee; a credit line up to $5,000;
a 1 percent balance transfer rebate; a 25-day interest-free grace period;
$100,000 travel accident insurance when plane tickets are charged to
the card; 24-hour, 365-days-a-year toll-free Cardmember Service; cash
advances 24 hours a day at 90,000 Cirrus® automated teller machines;
and acceptance at more than 9.5 million locations.
University supporters with annual household incomes of $40,000 or
more may choose the MSU Visa Gold Card, which provides even more
purchasing power. Extra benefits include a $5,000 minimum line of
credit; 90-day protection of purchases against theft, damage or fire;
extended warranty coverage, doubling the manufacturer's warranty up
to a year on most items; auto rental insurance coverage; free credit card
registry; and $250,000 travel accident insurance. Also, the Visa Assistance Center offers members worldwide emergency, medical, legal and
financial assistance when they travel.
The NAA sponsors a wide variety of other affinity programs and
services for its 65,000 members nationwide. These include the
SkillSearch alumni placement system, NEATrust (the National Education Alumni Trust) group insurance coverage, the Alumni Network longdistance calling card and the Travelin' Tigers group travel program.
For more information about MSU's Visa cards, call First USA Bank
toll free at 800/347-7887. For information about other alumni services,
call the Alumni Center at 901/678-2586.

[I]
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Call 901 I 678-2586 for
details or reservation information on any of the
following:
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C H A P T E R S
BAND
The Band Chapter held
its annual Kickoff Party
and entertained during
halftime at Homecoming.
Thechapteralsohostedthe
annual Mid-South Invitational for area high school
marching bands. The board
of directors is planning a
Senior Appreciation Dinner for January.
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EDUCATION
Outstanding Education
Alumni Award recipients
are Joyce Blackmon (B.S.
'66, M.Ed. '70); Dorothy
Davis (B.S.Ed. '76); Coach
Larry Finch (B.S.Ed. '75);
Dr. Robert Riggs (M.Ed. '68,
Ed.D. '70); Dr. Patricia
Toarmina (B.S.Ed. '77,
M.Ed. '80, Ed.D. '90); and
Dr. David E. Wheat (M.Ed.
'73, Ed.D. '81). They were
honored at a dinner at the
Homebuilders Association.

A

HPER
A new Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
Alumni Chapter has been
formed. Call the Alumni
Center for information.

Contacts are still needed for
Louisville, Ky. , Milwaukee, Kansas City, Kan., San Francisco,
Northwest Tenn., and Tri-Cities,
Tenn., clubs. Call the Alumni
Center to help host alumni events
in these locations.
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SKYLINERS
The club met in August
at The Rendezvous, where
Coach Chuck Stobart discussed the 1993 football

YOUNG ALUMNI
COUNCIL
More than 150 people
participated in the YAC/
University Store Homecoming 5K Alum Run/Fun
Walk to benefit the Memphis Literacy Council. Race
winners were Sharon Adler
with a time of 20:48 and
Mitchel Jones with a time
of 16:33. Special thanks to
Back Yard Burgers, MSU
Greeks, Lindy MacDonald
Williams(B.A. '80,M.S. '91)

Wanda Kilgore, president of the Adult Student Association (above), receives an unsolicited mud facial during the Student
Ambassador Board's "Mudball X" volleyball
tournament. Ambassadors Justin Huffman,
Catherine Brannon, Danny Moeschle, Dave
Dusza and Theresa Medley form a human
mud statue (right).

EMERITI
The Emeriti Club
toured the new Murphy
Athletic Complex weighttraining facility and the
University's Center for
Earthquake Research and
Information. The club also
held a holiday luncheon
and business meeting at
Memphis State's Fogelman
Executive Center in December.

T

H

STUDENT
AMBASSADOR
BOARD
SAB celebrated "A Decade of Dirt" during the
annual mud volleyball
tournament to benefit
SAB's J. Wayne Johnson Outstanding Senior
Awards. Special thanks
go to corporate sponsors:
Paul Revere Insurance
Group, The Olive Garden,
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CALENDAR
JANUARY
11 MSU vs. St. Louis
St. Louis Pregame Eventt
16 MSU vs. UAB
Birmingham
Pregame Eventt
Chattanooga, Boston
Basketball Bingest
29 NAABoard
Winter Meeting

LUTHERC.
McCLELLAN
LCM
Homecoming
events included a "Dash to
Splash Casino" trip, an
alumni/student breakfast
reception and the first-ever
Riverboat Rendezvous
cruise on the Mississippi
River. Tiger Stripes go to
LCM board members
Deidre Williams (B.A. '92)
and Dexter Reed (B.B.A.
'89, M.Ed. '91). Make plans
to attend LCM's Greek
Show during Homecoming
next year.
LCM also participated in
the Thanksgiving Day
"Feed the Homeless 1n
Memphis" program.

her.

BUSINESS
Memphis State University's Business Chapter, along with the
College of Business and
Economics, sponsored
"Success Characteristics"
career day in November.
Alumni were invited as
guest lecturers. The annual golf tournament has
been set for Thursday,
May 19.

u

Tiger Bookstore and
Murdock Printing.
SAB also hosted a Homecoming banner contest,
Parent's Day and Christmas Kidnap.

ENGINEERING
The chapter held its annual golf tournament and
alumni picnic in September at Audubon Park.

LittleRock, The Carolinas and South Florida
MSU Clubs hosted football and basketball pregame events . Football
Frenzy Viewing Parties
NURSING
were held in St. Louis,
The chapter held a HoliSouth Florida and Atday Open House at the
lanta.
i - - - - -- - - - - - _ _ L _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Alumni Center in DecemGrand Slam Cafe near
Denver was the location
of the first Colorado
MSU Club event, hosted
by District Director Tom
Gerdes (B.B.A. '61). Carl
Fronabarger (B.S. '59) won
the grand door prize-a
weekend for two in Vail,
Colo.
New York, The Carolinas, Chattanooga, Birmingham, Tulsa and
Oklahoma City held Basketball Binge Viewing Parties. Check the calendar
(page 31) and watch the
mail for details on "binge"
and pregame events in your
area.
Tiger Stripes go to new
MSU Club presidents: Jim
"Red" Hoggatt (B.S. '53,
M.A. '62), Jacksonville,
Fla.; Gordon Proud (B.A.
'91), Cincinnati; Todd
Hopkins (B.B.A. '87), Indianapolis; and Richard
Vaughan (B.S.C.E . '81),
Houston.

L

FEBRUARY
3 Cincinnati,
Chattanooga
Basketball Bingest
16 MSU vs . So. Miss.
Jackson, Miss.,
Pregame Eventt
21 MSU vs. Long
Beach State
Los Angeles Pregame
Eventt

Alumnus Lannie McMillan ('77) entertains guests at a reception in
honor of Samuel B. Long III, vice president for advancement.
Sponsored by MSU Foundation's Board of Trustees, the dinner was
held zn October at the Brooks Museum of Art.

and all volunteers.
During the holidays,
MSU employees participated in the University's
third annual Salvation
Army Angel Tree program, sponsored by YAC
and the Nursing Alumni
Chapter. Through this
event, more than 160 children and senior citizens

received gifts.
The annual YAC and
Highland Hundred ·BlueGray Weekend is scheduled for April. The event
will include a Barbecue
Challenge, the World's
Longest Tailgate Party,
the Tigers' spring football
game and a reunion touch
football game.

MARCH
4 Distinguished Alumni
& Outstanding
Young Alumni
Awards Dinner
5 MSU vs. DePaul
Chicago Pregame Eventt
10-12 GMC Tourney in
Cincinnati
30-31 Alumni/Placement
Career Fair

APRIL
Blue-Gray Weekend

MAY
13-14 "War Years"

Correction
Barbara K. Lipman's name was inadvertently omitted from the list of
University Foundation trustees in the
1992-93 Academic Fund: 27th Annual
Report of Donor::;. We regret the error.
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TRAVELIN'
TIGERS
ALASKAN
EXPEDITION
Aug. 10-22, 1994.
Destinations
include
Fairbanks, Denali National
Park, Anchorage, College
Fjord, Columbia Glacier,

Reunion
Classes 1942-46
18 Pickwick Golf
Scramble
19 Business Alumni Golf
Tournamentt
27 Trenton Golf Scramble
tDates I events are tentative or
to be announced. For
information, call 901 I 678-2586.
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Glacier Bay, Skagway, Ju- land. The cost is $2,799,
neau and Ketchikan. Pack- including airfare.
age includes rail travel and
The Star Princess. Priced
IRELAND
from $2,945, excluding airMay 13-22, 1994.
fare.
This 10-day tour begins in
Shannon, where you'll enITALY
Aug. 8-20, 1994.
joy Bunratly Castle and
Trip begins in Rome with Nelly's Irish Pub. Travel
the Forum, the Circus the coastal route of The
Maximus and the Arch of Ring of Kerry and visit
Constantine. Visit Pom- Killarney and Limerick,
peii, Isle of Capri and Flo- featuring the Limerick
rence. See the Leaning Cathedral, King John's
Tower of Pisa and St. Castle and famous Treaty
Mark's Square, and cruise Store. Galway, "the City
along the Grand Canal of of Tribes," and the Burren
Venice. The 13-day tour end this unforgettable
continues on to Verona, trip. The cost is $2,299, inMilan and Switzer- cluding airfare.
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HOMECOMING 1993
Entertainment at
the National
Alumni
Association's
pregame picnic
included a Tiger
Roar Pep Rally,
featuring the MSU
cheerleaders and
pep band, and a
performance by
Sound Fuzion,
MSU's pop vocal
group. Sound
Fuzion's Nellgene
Wade (left) sings
"Don't Let the Sun
Go Down on Me"
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Julie Bingham,
Brooks Brown and
Christy Gann (left to
right) throw candy to
parade watchers
from the Sigma Chi
and Pi Beta Phi
f1,oat. Greek
organizations also
participated in a
banner contest
sponsored by the
NAA's Student
Ambassador Board.

901 /67&'-25&'6
* Seating is limited.

/M,udet~.

Costs are per person. Write or
call the National Alumni Association for details.

MEN'S
Jan.

WOMEN'S

7pm
5 at Marquette
3:30 pm
DePaul
7:05 pm
11 at Saint Louis
16 at UAB (Prime Network TV)
6pm
8pm
19 at Murray State
23 Cincinnati (Prime Network TV) 6pm
7pm
29 Marquette

Jan.

8

Feb.

3
5
9
12
16

21
24
26

at Cincinnati (ESPN)
at Dayton
Dayton
UAB
at Southern Miss
at Long Beach State (ESPN)
Arkansas-Little Rock
St. Louis

8:30 pm
2pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7pm
11pm
7:30 pm
1pm

7:30 pm
SE Missouri State
8pm
at DePaul
10-12 Great Midwest Conference Tournament
(at Cincinnati)

Mar.

3

5
9
12
14
19
24
26

2
5

Listed are the remaining games of the 1993-94
season. All times are central and subject to change.
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Feb.

2 Missouri
5 at Middle Tennessee
8 Marquette
11 Oral Roberts
15 at Alabama-Birmingham
22 DePaul
27 at Dayton
29 at Cincinnati
31 St. Louis

3pm
7pm
5pm
7pm
3pm
5pm
6:30 pm
3pm
7pm

John "Tweet"
Martin races for
yardage against
the Tulsa
Hurricane
during the
Homecoming
game at the
Liberty Bowl

at Marquette
7pm
7pm
at DePaul
7pm
Mississippi State
5pm
Alabama-Birmingham
7pm
at UT-Martin
5pm
at St. Louis
7pm
Dayton
Cincinnati (at The Pyramid) 3:30 pm

MSU President Lane Rawlins, his wife, Mary Jo, and their
grandchildren, Casey and Dallas, greet students, alumni and
friends while riding in the annual parade.

7pm
Mar. 1 at Mississippi State
10-12 Great Midwest Conference Tournament
(at Cincinnati)
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Former MSU Golden Girl, Dawn Baskett
(B.A. '92), performs with the Alumni Band
during half time against Tulsa.

(Photos by Mike Murray)

Welcome to the Jungle
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'50 DR. WALTER G.

SMITHMIER (B.S.) has retired
from First United Methodist
Church in Toccoa, Ga.

'57

WINK MARTINDALE
(B.S.) is television game show
host for Family Channel's new
Tri vial Pursuit.

E

appeared in an award-winning
Tra vel Weekly article about her
experiences as a physically
handicapped person. Through
Make-A-Wish Foundation ,
Yates also met the cast of
Phantom of the Opera in New
York City.

(LL.B.) has been inducted into
Memphis State University's
Accounting Hall of Fame.

'51 REV. CLAUDE E .

L

'63 JENNY YATES (B.S.) has

'36 PHILLIP K. SEIDMAN

CHAMBLISS (B.S. ) h as been
promoted to vice president of
research a nd development, OTC
Suncare, for Schering-Plough
HealthCare Products.

p

Dr. Robert Swindell
DR. ROBERT SWINDELL
(B.S.) has been named 1993
Outstanding Service Award
recipi ent by Tennessee Technological University Alumni
Association. He is chemistry
chairman at the University of
Arkan sas-Little Rock.

'65 BETSY AWSUMB (M.A.),
director of international
students an d English teacher at
Darlington School in Rome, Ga.,
has received the James Douglas
Brown Award. She and her
husband , George, have three
children, Catherine, Liz and
Kri stin.
JOHN R. BERSCHIED JR.
(B.S. ) has been appointed vice
president of worldwide consumer products, research
development and engineering at
S .C. Johnson Wax Inc.

'58 MELVIN KIRSCH (B.S.),
a n independent manufacturers
representative in San Francisco, would like to purchase
vintage MSU yearbook s. If you
have, or know the whereabouts
of 1956 an d '57 DeSotos, please
call the Alumni Center at 901/
678-2586 .

'66

Capt. Roy Cash Jr.

'62

'61

ROBERT F. DIETER
(B.B.A.) has retired from Dover
Elevator Co. after 31 years. He
an d his wife, Diane de la Rua
Dieter, will start an elevator
consulting business named
Dieter Con sulting Services Inc.

CAPT. ROY CASH JR.
(B.S.) has retired from the Navy
after 32 years of service. During
his career, he commanded
Fighter Squadron 31, Navy
Fighter Weapons School (Top
Gun), Carrier Air Wing 14,
Fighter Wing One, USS El Paso
and Amphibious Squadron Two.
H e a lso served on the staff of
Supreme Allied Commander
Atlantic.

DONALD B. LEGGETT
(M.B.A. ) has been promoted to
senior buyer for The Quaker
Oats Co. in Chicago. He holds a
Certified Purchasing Manager
Certificate from the Nationa l
Association of Purchasing
Management.
JAMES F. LINK (B.B.A. ,
M.B.A. '68) has bee n appointed
fisca l director and comptroller
of Texaco U.S.A. in Houston.

'67 THOMAS A. FRISTICK
(B.S ., M.S. '73), a medical
representative for SmithKline
Beecham, received the professional designation of Certified
Medical Representative (CMR).
He and his wife, Melba , live in
Germantown , Tenn. , with their
children, Mark, Carl, Elizabeth
and Amand a.

VICTOR L. ROBILIO JR.
(B.B.A.), president of Victor L.
Robilio Co. Inc., has written The
Redneck Guide to Wine
Snobbery.

FRANK SHELTON (B.B.A. ),
22-year president of Union
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'76 BEVERLY D. FISHER
Robb Mitchell
ROBB MITCHELL (B.A. ), of
Great Northern Insured
Annuity Corporation , h as been
named 1993 Communicator of
the Year by the Seattle Chapter
of the International Association
of Business Communicators.
The GNA Journal, which h e
produces, won an award of
excellence in desktop publish ing.

'68

DR. WILLIAM H .
BRANDON (B.S.) h as been
named internist of choice by his
colleagues in the Tampa Bay,
Fla. , area, and an article about
him appeared in Tampa Bay
Magazine. After 15 years of
private practice in Clearwater,
Fla., he has accepted a position
as a senior consultant in
internal medicine at Mayo
Clinic in Jacksonville, Fla.

DR. BILL NOURSE (B.S.,
M.A. '72, Ed .D. '93 ), with CryeLeike Inc. Rea ltors of Memphis, holds the Certified
Protection Professional
designation from the Am erican
Society for Industrial Security.
He has married Christine
Mathewson .

DR. JOSEPH C. JETER (B.A.,
M.A. '73) is one of 25 participants who attended the
Fulbright Commission's 1993
German Studies Seminar in
Europe .

FRANK SCHRINER (B.B.A. ) is
regional president of First
Tennessee Bank of Chattanooga .

'69

GLENN E . BRADFORD
(B.B.A.) has opened a law office
in Kansas City, Mo. , where he
practices general, civil and
criminal litigation .

DR. FRAYA WAGNER (B.B.A.,
M.B.A. '71, D.B.A. '81) has
been promoted to full professor
in the Management Department
at Eastern Michigan University.

MARY ANNE G. GEIGER
CM.Ed.), a learning specialist at
Lakeridge High School in Lake
Oswego, Ore., has received the
Bonnie Young Award from the
Oregon Council of Consulting
Teachers.

COLUMNS

Berene Hughes Lowery
BERENE HUGHES LOWERY
(B.S. ), a second-grade teacher
a t Charleston Elementary
School in Mississippi, has
received East Tallahatchie
School Di strict's Morgan
Freema n Excellence in Teach ing Award .
JANICE LONG SORSBY
(B.S.Ed.) has been named
principa l of Balmoral Elementary School in Memphis .
IRA E . WEINSTOCK (B.S.Ed.)
is director of the divisions of
economic research and policy
and international trade for th e
Office of Economic Development
in Bronx County, N .Y.

Dr. J ames E. Mock
DR. JAMES E. MOCK (B.B.A.)
is professor of political science
an d director of t h e Public
Man agement Program a t
Austin Peay State University.

(B.A.) has opened a law firm in
Nashville.
THOMAS Q. WHITE (B.B.A.) is
president of the Charlotte
County, Fla., Chamber of
Commerce.

DR. KAREN F. STECKOL
(M.A., Ph .D. '78) is interim dean
of arts and sciences at Saint
Louis University in St. Louis.

'73

RAYMOND P. BUTLER
JR. (B.A.), m a naging partner of
Butler & Butler, is treasurer of
the Tennessee Society of CPAs
and is on the American Institute of CPAs Life Insuran ce/
Disability Plans Commi ttee.

Dr. Robert C. Blair

'77 DR. ROBERT C. BLAIR
(M .S., Ph .D. '81) is site
supervisor of Advantage
Recovery Network in Philadelphia . He has a private practice
and s pecializes in the treatme nt
of substance abuse.

'72 JOHN W. CHAMBERS
(B.A. , M.A.T. '88) lives in Baton
Rouge, La ., and is educational
program manager at Louisiana
Public Broadcasting.

MARY 0. BOYD (J.D.) is
associate general counsel for
the Tennessee Department of
Hum an Services. She and h er
husband live in Nashvill e.

C. Barry Ward

MICHAEL C. WILLIAMS (B.A.,
J .D. '73), a partner in the Evans
and Petree law firm in Memphis, has been elected Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity's 47th
grand president.

E
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ANN PUGH (J.D.), Shelby
County General Sessions
Criminal Court judge, has been
elected to the National Association of Women Judges .

CHARLES A. WILLIAMS III
(B.B.A.), central district
manager for Davol Inc. in
Cranston, R.I., has received the
Charles Russell Bard Award .
He and his wife, Elise, live in
Germantown , Tenn. , with their
children, Elise, Charles and
William.

(,

Judy Flanagan

Dr. Patricia Agin

'71

DR. PATRICIA AGIN
(M.S., Ph .D. '80) is associate
research director of proj ect
management ph a rmaceutica ls/
suncare research a nd development a t Schering-Plough
HealthCare Products.

STEPHEN H . JAGGARD
(B.B.A.) is president and CEO
of ONCOR International, a
Houston-based organization of
top-ranked independent
commercial real estate firms.

Frank Shelton
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Council of Jewish Federations
in Richmond, Va.

Ed.D. '71), professor of counseling and registrar at Harding
University Graduate School of
Religion in Searcy, Ark., has
been named dean of the school.

Victor L. Robilio Jr.

E

Hospital in Terre Haute, Ind.,
has been presented with the
Indiana Hospital Association's
Distinguished Service Award .

'70 DR. BILL FLATT (M.Ed.,

Dr. Stan Stephenson
DR. STAN STEPHENSON
(B.S.) has been promoted to full
professor and is ch airman of the
Department of Computer
Information Systems at
Southwest Texas State
University . He is retired from
the Air Fo rce.
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JUDY FLANAGAN (B.S.Ed.)
h as received American Biographical Institute Inc.'s
World Lifetime Achievement
Award.
JIM JOHNSON (B.S.Ed .) is
principal of Jacksonville High
School in Little Rock, Ark .
DR. D. MIKE McDANIEL
(M.A. , Ph.D. '88) has been
granted tenure and promoted to
associate professor of communi cative di sorders at Arkansas
State University.

COLUMNS

C. BARRY WARD (J .D.), a law
partner at Glankler, Brown,
Gilliland , Chase, Robinson &
Raines, addressed the Nationa l
Association of Legal Assistants
at its 18th ann ual convention .

'78 JEFF E. MORRIS (B. B.A.)
is director of financial strategies
for Meridian Capital Markets, a
di vision of Meridian Bank in Ft.
Lauderdale, F la.

MICHAEL YOUNGER (B.B.A.)
is area sa les manager at Stroh
Brewery Company. He lives in
Montgomery, Ala.

'74 BONNIE ANDERSON
HARDWICK (B.S.Ed.) is a
substitute teacher and tutor in
Enterprise, Ala .

'75

ROBERTS . HYMAN
(B .A.) is assistant executive
director a nd director of
community services at th e

Doug Whitehead
DOUG WHITEHEAD (B.B.A. )
has been elected a vice preside nt of Brown -Forman Enter-
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programs at Christian Brothers
University.

'81JANET

CONDRA BERRY
(B.S .C.E ., M.S. '82) has been
named 1993 Big Sister of the
Year by Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of Greater Memphis.
She has been a volunteer big
sister for seven years to 15year-old Michelle Shearon .

Michael Williams
MICHAEL WILLIAMS (B.B.A. ),
property manager of ALCO
Management Inc., is responsible
for supervision of ALCO
apartment communities in
Tennessee, Alabama and
Kentucky.

'79

ELARTRICE INGRAM
JR. CB.A.) is divisional business
development manager with
Nabisco Brands in Oklahoma City. He and his wife,
SHERRIL COUSIN INGRAM
(B.P.S. '80), have two children .

BURNEY DURHAM (J.D .) is
chief clerk of Tennessee's House
of Representatives. Durham
and his wife, Cindy, live in
Galla tin, Tenn., with their
children, Ryan and Amanda.
KAY DELANEY HART CM .Ed.),
a language arts teacher at
Ha rdin County Middle School,
is listed in Who's Who Among
America's Teachers. She and
her husband, Tim, live in
Reagan, Tenn ., with their
twins, Grant Timothy and
Brittany Delana.

DAVID B. SHEPARD CM.Ed.)
has been named head basketball coach at Radnor Baptist
Academy.
SHARON SWEENEY PALLME
(B.S .Ed., M.S. '87), a member of
Mid-South Association for
Training and Development, has
received the George P . Aldridge
Award.
SUSAN PETERSON (B.S.Ed.,
M.S. '85) is director of guidance
at Archbishop Hannan High
School in New Orleans.

Kenneth C. Smith
KENNETH C. SMITH (B.B.A.)
has been elected president of
Insurors of Memphis.

Zoo Atlanta.
ELLEN BAILEY GORDON
CB.A.) is a partner in the law
firm of Parker, Parker and
Gordon. Her husband, E.
STANLEY GORDON (B.S. '84),
supervises the Orthopaedic
Research Lab at Bowman Gray
School of Medicine. They live in
Winston Salem, N.C., with their
children, Wesley Elizabeth and
Bailey Caroline.

Lisa Massa
LISA MASSA (B.B.A.) is
an account manager at
Chandler, Ehrlich & Co., a
Memphis-based marketing,
advertising and public relations
firm.

LINDY MacDONALD WILLIAMS (B.A., M.S. '91) has been
promoted to dean of evening
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'82 CAROL DAIGLER
(B.B.A. ), a programmer analyst
for Federal Express Corp. in
Memphis, has received the
Human Resource Award of
Excellence from the American
Management Association and
Olsten Services.

Kathryn A. Brinson

'84 KATHRYN A. BRINSON
(M.A. ) is marketing manager for

ADRIAN ERWIN POLK
(B.B.A.) is a disability claims
examiner for the Disability
Determination Section of the
Department of Human Services
in Nashville.

LYDIA M. JONES CB.A. ) is
Multicultural Center coordinator at Eastern Michigan
University. She is a member
of the Kentucky Association of
Blacks in Higher Education
and Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority.

DR. NANCY J. WILLIAMS
(M.S., Ed.D. '92) has won the
1993 Warner-Lambert/ADHA
Excellence in Dental
Hygiene Award. She is associate professor and clinical
coordinator in the Department
of Dental Hygiene at the
University of Tennessee,
Memphis.

'85 ERNIE E. BURKETT
(M.S.) is a U.S. Peace Corps
recruiter in Dallas.

T H E
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RICKEY MEADOWS (B.S.M.E. )
is a senior project engineer
for International Paper Co.
in Memphis. He and his wife,
TAMMY K. SMALL
MEADOWS (B.B.A. '85), have
a daughter, Meghan
Brooke.
GUY MOORE (M.B.A.) joined
the Management and Information Systems Department of
Dover Elevator Co. in Memphis .

Lydia M. Jones

DAN ROBINSON (B.B.A.) is
assistant manager for Kemba
Memphis Federal Credit Union.

Carol Daigler

DAVID 0 . COMPTON JR.
(M.B.A. ) has been promoted to
director of business development for the r etail division of
Kraft Food Ingredients in
Memphis .

CATHERINE COLLIER
STALLINGS (J.D.) is executive vice president of the
executive division at Leader
Federal Bank for Savings in
Memphis.

Dr. Nancy J. Williams

SANDRA GOLDSBY (B.B.A. ) is
human resources ma nager for
Schering-Plough HealthCa re
Products.

Webster Inc. in Englewood,
Colo. He has earned a Master of
Business Administration degree
in finance from George Washington University.

David 0. Compton Jr.

DORIS JONES McKINLEY
(B.B.A. ) is a consumer education counselor for Shelby
County Community Services
Agency.
JOHN M. SIMI (B.S.Ed.),
president-elect of the Shelby
County Education Association, has been promoted to
technology trainer with the
Shelby County School System.
PAMELA D. WHITE (B.S.Ed. )
is listed in the 1992-93
edition of Who's Who Among
Young American Professionals.

T H E
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'87

RENE BUSTAMANTE (B.B.A. ,

BAXTER (B.S.Ed .) has
married David William Baxter.
They live in Michigan, where
she is pursuing a career in
education and a master's
degree in instructional
design.

CECELIA WILSON (M.B .A.), of
Methodist Hospitals of Memphis, is administrator of
Methodist Hospital South .

Sandra Goldsby

0

'86 AMANDA L. GATTIS

GEORGE WENGER (M.S.) has
received the Special ACT Award
from the Defense Mapping
Agency Aerospace Center in St.
Louis, where he works as a
cartographer.

CHARLES"DON"GARNER
(B.S.Ed.) is head varsity
football coach for Southaven
High School. He and his wife,
SANDRA MONCE GARNER
(B.S. '82, M.A. '83), live in
Hernando, Miss.

E

M .A. '89) is management
consultant with Stone &

JAMES R. TRIMBACH
(B.B.A.), a special agent with
the FBI in Houston, has passed
the Uniform Certified Public
Accountant Examination.

'83

is trainin g coordinator at Mount
Carmel Health in Columbus,
Ohio.
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NATHAN F . COX III
(B.A.) is a cost analyst with
Holiday Inn Worldwide in
Atlanta. He is married to
CELESTE FREELS COX
(B.S.Ed . '82), an interior
designer with Locklear & Co. in
Roswell, Ga.

'80 PATRICIA ADSIT (M.S.)
RICHARD ALAN BUNCH
(J.D.) has written Night
Blooms, a book of short essays
and aphorisms. He h as also
written Summer Hawk. He and
his wife, Rita, have a da ughter ,
Katharine Leilani.

p

RAY RICOSSA (B.B.A., M.B.A.
'89), former MSU National
Alumni Association coordinator, has joined VHA Long
Term Care as a financial
analyst.
DR. BRIAN W. SCHWARTZ
(B.S .) has received a doctorate
in genetics from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and is pursuing postdoctoral
studies at Oklahoma State
University.
JAMES THORNE (B.S.M .E .)
is lead instrument engineer
for Aker Omega in Houston. He
is responsible for design of
control , safety and instrumentation systems for BP
Exploration's Viosca Knoll 989
Project.
WILLIAM L. ZOCCOLA (J.D. )
practices tax and estate
planning at the Memphis firm
of Apperson, Crump, Duzane &
Maxwell.

COLUMNS

TINA WATKINS
ALMOND (B.A. ), a medical
assistant for Memphis
Orthopaedic Group, has
married Dr. Gregory T.
Almond.

Science Applications International Corp. in Abingdon, Md.
He is working on a Master of
Science degree in communications at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville .

DAVID RILEY (B.B.A.) and his
wife, DONNA FITE RILEY
(B.B.A. '84), work at State
Farm Insurance Co., where
David is a claims specialist and
Donna is a claims supervisor.
They live in Collierville, Tenn.,
with their daughter, Anna
Caroline.

LT. J.G. JOHN P .
STEPHERSON (B.S .E .E .)
has returned from a sevenweek deployment to the
Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean
Sea.

'88 MARILYN CALIFF
(M.F.A.) spearheaded a
movement at the Memphis
Jewish Community Center to
preserve a historic, Italianglass mosaic mural, which she
and a fellow-artist created 25
years ago. She also won
Honorable Mention at an
exhibition of Artists' Link. Her
entry, Disintegration, was
inspired by a 1987 safari to
Kenya. She and her husband,
Leon, recently celebrated
their 40th wedding anniversary.
LEANNE STOVALL STEWART
CB.A. , M.Ed. '91) has been
named 1993 Outstanding New
Teacher of the Year by the
Shelby County Education
Association.
SHERRI L. FISHER (B.B.A. )
is creative director for CBK Ltd.
Inc., located in Union City,
Tenn.
PAMELA BLAIR HAMRIN
CB.A. ) has earned a law degree
from Vanderbilt University
and has begun a judicial
clerkship in Memphis with
The Honorable James H.
Allen.
LT. BRUCE D. MENTZER
(M.Ed .) has returned from a
two-month Australian deployment aboard the USS San Jose,
stationed in Guam.
PHILLIP A. RICHARDS (B.A.)
is a technical sales representative for Geigy Pharmaceuticals,
CIBA-Geigy Corp. Richards,
who lives in Little Rock, Ark.,
served as an Army 1st lieutenant in northern Germany and
the Persian Gulf with the 2nd
Armored Division.
EDMUND CHRISTIAN SMITH
III (B.A.) is employed by

ROBERT E. WRAY III
(B .S.E .E.) has graduated with a
Master of Science degree in
electrical engineering from the
University of Massachusetts
and is working on a doctorate in
computer science and engineering at the University of
Michigan.

'89 JOHN R. CRANE
(M.B.A.) has been transferred to
Hendersonville, N.C., and
promoted to team leader at
Kimberly-Clark Corp . He and
his wife, Tammie, have two
daughters, Victoria and
Amanda.
CAPT. MARLIN MOORE (M.S.,
Ph.D . '91) has a fellowship in
the Behavioral Health Psychology Clinic at the Air Force's
Wilford Hall Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas. He has
been chosen Air Force Psychologist of the Year.
DAVID S. MOYER (B.B.A.) has
married Carolyn Sue Smykla.
Both are international flight
attendants with American
Airlines in Miami.
LAURA LAEHDER OWENS
(B .N.) is one of 11 registered
nurses from Tennessee's Shelby
and Fayette counties recognized
for being top in her profession .
She has married John D.
Owens .
1ST LT. ANTHONY A. STYER
(B.S .E.T.), an artillery officer
based in California, has
returned from Somalia after
serving in Operation Restore
Hope .

'90

1ST LT. MICHAEL B.
DICKEY (B.S .M.E. ) has
participated in exercise Forest
Light at Camp Takada, Japan .

DR. WALTER C. EMANUEL
(Ed.D. ) is associate professor
of education at Tennessee
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Temple University.

Anthony C. Haynes

RICHARD PETTUS (B.S.Ed.)
teaches physical education
and coaches football at
Livingston University in
Alabama. He will receive a
Master of Art in Teaching
degree in physical education
this spring.
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CAMRON BOYD RUST
(B.S.E.E.) has received a
Master of Science degree in
electrical engineering from
Brigham Young University. He
is a senior design engineer for
Intel's Supercomputer Systems
division in components
technology.
ALTON THOMPSON (M.M.)
recently conducted the Kieke
Philharmonic Orchestra of
Poland. The invitation to
return to eastern Europe came
as a result of work with
professional orchestras in the
Czech Republic.
LEESA D. TREADWELL
TAYLOR (B.B .A.) is inventory
manager at Premiere Page in
Birmingham, Ala., and is
working on a Master of
Business Administration
degree at the University of
Alabama. She has married
Shane Taylor.

HEATHER K. ROBB CB.A.)
has received a Master of
Public Health degree from
Tulane University School of
Public Health and Tropical
Medicine.

Jillian McKim Boozer to
Tina and Weyman Robert
"Robby" Boozer (B.S.M.E. '85)
April 8, 1993. She has a sister,
Brianna Leigh. The family Jives
in Athens, Ala.

A. George Vrooman Jr.

A. GEORGE VROOMAN JR.
(B.B.A.) is quality systems
coordinator for Buckman
Laboratories Inc. in Memphis.

'92 MICHELLE L.

DENISE ANNE TAYLOR
(M.A.) has completed a clinical
fellowship in speech/language
pathology at the University of
Alabama's Sparks Clinics. She
is a speech/language pathologist in early intervention at the
Bill Wilkerson Center in
Nashville.

DAVIDSON (B.A.) has been
named media representativeradio for Memphis State
University's Office of Media
Relations.

JILL PARKER WELLS
(M.P.A.) has married
Mitchell Wells in Fort Smith,
Ark.
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Suzanne Harris Harvey to
Sue Tipton and Hugh H.
Harvey Jr. (J.D. '85) July 11,
1993. She has a sister, Dorothy
Tipton.
Brittany Morgan Heath to
Sherry and Mark T. Heath
(B.B.A. '86) Oct. 25, 1992.
Laden Alexander Warren
Hinson to Wendy and Dennis
L. Hinson (B.S. '70) March 10,
1993.

Michael Chandre Jones to
Cheryle Thompson (B.S.Ed. '86,
M.Ed. '89, M.Ed. '90) and
Michael Wayne Jones July 30,
1993.

Joshua Bryant Dunning to
Laura Richardson (B.A. '90)
and Nick Dunning (B.B.A. '88)
Aug. 30, 1993. They live in
Pontotoc, Miss.

T

Matthew John Haley to Mary
Kay Riley (B.P.S. '89) and John
Haley (B.S.M.E. '87) March 10,
1993. They live in Knoxville.

Hunter Gideon Brickey to
Jajuan and Art Brickey IV
(B.B.A. '91) May 18, 1993. They
Jive in Lewisville, Texas .

Hayden Brooks Davis to
Susanne Gust (B.B.A. '88) and
Brookland Franklin Davis Jr.
(B.B.A. '86). He has a brother,
Brookland Franklin Davis III.

LISA PIEFER (B.S.Ed.) has
joined the Germantown
Parks and Recreation
Department as assistant
coordinator for the
Germantown Centre.
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Ashley Marie Hyde to
Michelle Jones (B.S.Ed. '88)
and Robert Hyde May 29, 1992.
They Jive in Jackson, Tenn.

Suzanne Marie Capocaccia
to Sarah Carroll (B.B.A. '84)
and Robert Capocaccia (B.B.A.
'81). She has a sister, Caroline.

EUNICE MARICE FOSSETT
JONES (B.S.N.) is coordinator
of clinical programs at
Methodist Hospitals of
Memphis.

Michelle L. Davidson

E

Rebecca Elizabeth Brannen
to Caryn Coffey (B.S.Ed. '85)
and Jeff Brannen (B.S.E.T. '87)
June 14, 1993.

Rebecca Shannon Burkett to
Becky Eason (M.A. '83) and
Ernie Burkett (M.S. '85) July
12, 1992.

Eunice Marice Fossett Jones

J

(B.A.) has been promoted to
1st lieutenant in the U.S.
Army. He and his wife,
CHRISTY BURNS GOLDEN
(B.B.A. '90), are stationed at
Ft. Knox, Ky.

Chelsea Dawn Bell to Karen
(M.S. '92) and Howard Bell
June 6, 1993. She has a
brother, Zachary Tayler. They
live in Jackson, Tenn.

ROBERT V. JACKSON JR.
(B.A.) has been promoted to
Level I claims adjuster at
Nationwide Insurance in
Memphis. He has married
Teresa Randolph.

PATSY WEBER CB.A., M.A.
'93) is a forensic communication specialist at Weber Trial
Consulting in Memphis.

'9} CHARLES GOLDEN

The Alumni Association would
like to congratulate the families
of these new babies:

EVELYN J. GILES THOMAS
(B .B.A.) has been promoted
to accountant in corporate
accounting at International
Paper Co. in Memphis. She
has married Ferebee
Thomas.

D. KEITH WATTS (M.B.A.)
is director of sales at
Southern Health Systems in
Memphis.

G

Bailey Caroline Gordon to
Ellen Bailey Gordon (B.A. '84)
and E. Stanley Gordon (B.S.
'84) Jan. 29, 1993. She has a
sibling, Wesley Elizabeth. The
family lives in Winston-Salem,
N.C.
Evelyn J. Giles Thomas

2ND LT. MARTIN C.
STEIMLE (B.A.), based
in California as an artillery
officer, has returned from
Somalia after serving in
Operation Restore Hope.

I

sister, Jacqueline. The family
Jives in Charlton, Mass.

MARIANNE PICKARD (M.S.)
is career development coordinator at Bethel College in
McKenzie, Tenn.

ANTHONY C. HAYNES
(M.P.A.) has been named
confidential assistant for
congressional relations at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Dana Avent Tucker, who received a
Bachelor of Arts degree in journalism
from MSU in 1990,
has b e en named
Memphis State University alumni publications editor.
She is responsible
for alumni and developm ent publications, including "The
Columns" section of
Memphis State Magaz ine. She also works
closely with NAA coordinators in publicizing local and national alumni events.
Formerly, Tucker
was managing editor
of The Downtowner
Magaz ine. She is married to Houston Craig
Tucker and is a member of Delta Gamma
Sorority.

L

JANICE PERSON (M.A.)
has completed her first year
with Gibbs & Soell's
GrowthTech Division in White
Plains, N.Y.

VICTORIA LAMBERTH
THOMAS CB.A.) has opened
Big Mac Productions in
Nashville.
SHELLY D. TAYLOR VAN
ZYL (B.B.A.) is national
accounts coordinator in the
recognition division at Jostens
in Memphis. She has married
Ettiene van Zyl.
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Robert Lee Jones Jr. to
Eunice Marice Fossett (B.S.N.
'92) and Robert Lee Jones April
4, 1993.
Kellan Jimison Knott to
Kelly Deloach (B.B.A. '88) and
Kevin Knott (B.B.A. '89) July
14, 1993.
Emilie Morgan Lasher to
Elaine Patterson (B.F.A. '87)
and George R. Lasher
(B.S.M.E. '85) Sept. 22, 1992.
They Jive in Madison, Ala.
Melissa Anne Luttmann to
Lisa and Mark J. Luttmann
(M.B.A. '85) Jan. 10, 1993.
Sarah Anne Marise to Vickie
Mellon (B.P.S. '91) and Mike
Marise Feb. 3, 1993. She has a
brother, Erik.

Kerry Anne Edwards to
Rebecca "Becky" Bell (B.A. '91)
and Marty Edwards (B.A. '89)
July 9, 1993. She has a sister,
Katy. The family lives in
Oklahoma City, where Becky is
Oklahoma MSU Club President.

Andrew Parks McBride to
Allison and Brian Thomas
McBride (B.B.A. '88) Oct. 15,
1993.

Peter D. Geleta II to Clare
Shroder (B.H.E. '83) and Peter
Dmytro Geleta (M.B.A. '84)
March 31, 1993. He has a

Elizabeth Anne McDowell to
Ina Dunn (M.B.A. '88) and
Gary McDowell Feb. 26, 1993.
They live in Texarkana, Texas.
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Meghan Brooke Meadows to
Tammy K. Small (B.B.A. '85)
and Rickey Meadows (B.S.M.E.
'86) April 13, 1993.

(B.F.A. '88) and Graham
Strickland (B.B.A. '92). He has
two sisters, MacKenzie and
Molly.

Tyler Roger Mills to Kristi
Kaiser (B.S.C.E. '90) and
Dwayne Mills Dec. 20, 1992.
The family lives in Greenville,
S.C.

Jackson Forsythe Teer to
Jan Forsythe (M.S. '90) and Dr.
Patrick Teer June 23, 1993. He
has a brother, William.

Madison Riley Ogletree to
Pam Walls (B.S.H.E. '81) and
Mark Ogletree (B.B.A. '80)
June 8, 1993. She has a
brother, Tanner.

Grant Reed Thomas to Lynne
Reed (B.B.A. '84) and Mark A.
Thomas (B.B.A. '82) Dec. 18,
1992. They Jive in San Antonio,
Texas.

Emma Katheryn Pryor to
Dinetia Tomlinson (B.F.A. '89)
and Gary W. Pryor June 28,
1993.

Trevor James Tupy to
Kimberley Ann Bell (B.B.A.
'88) and James Tupy June 7,
1993. They live in Lubbock,
Texas.

Anna Caroline Riley to
Donna Fite (B.B.A. '84) and
David Riley (B.B.A. '87) March
26, 1993.

Jordan Ann V~nem to Cindie
Bright (B.S.Ed. '82) and Rick
Venem March 22, 1993.They
live in Sonoma, Calif.

Tyler Collin Roop to Cindy
and Walter W. Roop (B.B.A.
'85) Aug. 11, 1993.

Gregory Tyler Vrooman to
Wendy and A. George Vrooman
Jr. (B.B .A. '91) July 10, 1993.

Mikaela Lynn Rust to Karen
Lynn and Camron Boyd Rust
(B.S.E.E. '90) May 3, 1993.

Jordan Patrick Wall to Mary
Byrd (B.A. '78, M.B.A. '86) and
John Wall June 23, 1992. He
has a sister, Katie. The family
lives in Midlothian, Va.

David William Scarborough
to Barbara Johnson (B.S.Ed.
'83) and Steven Scarborough
(B.S.Ed. '88) May 9, 1993. He
has a brother, Christopher, and
a sister, Melanie.
Nicole Christy Schifani to
Catrina Osborne (B.B.A. '85)
and Paul Schifani (B.B.A. '84)
March 27, 1993. She has a
brother, Stephen, and a sister,
Stacie.
Julie Catherine Smith to
Susanne "Sue" Wallis (B.S.Ed.
'78) and Tony Smith May 11,
1993. She has a sister, Erin.
Jordan Alexandria Spilker
to Kimberly and F. Carl
Spilker III (B.B .A. '89) June 22,
1993.

Taylor Michele Watts to
Michele Lockhart (B.S.Ed. '85)
and D. Keith Watts (M.B.A.
'91) June 28, 1993.
Sherman Anderson Waxler
to Terri Walton (B.S.Ed. '87)
and Sherman Alan Waxler
(B.B.A. '85) April 14, 1993.
Logan Taylor Williams to
Kathy Fentress (B.M.Ed. '77)
and Thomas D. Williams July
28, 1993. They live in Taylor
Mill, Ky.
Michael Bayne Wilson to
Nell Goudelock (M.A. '81) and
John Wilson Aug. 29, 1993.
All alumni live in Memphis
unless otherwise noted.

Thomas Hamilton
Strickland to Christie Shipley

Alumni/Placement
Career Fair
at the University Center
Ballroom

Corporate Day - March 30
Education Day - March 31
Open to all alumni.
Call the Alumni Center at 678-2586 for information.
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The Alumni Association would
like to express sympathy to families and friends of the following:
Dorrice Bratcher, retired
reference librarian at MSU's
Brister Library, June 10, 1993.
Mayo L. Coiner, emeritus, July
24, 1993.
Hal J . Daniel Jr., past president of Greater Memphis State,
May 9, 1993.
Lee David Habecker, friend ,
June 24, 1993.
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Sarah Ellis Rogers (B.S. '32)
June 15, 1993.

Daniel Jack Lewing (B.S. '52)
May 28, 1993.

Thomas Eugene Bailey (M.S.
'69) Sept. 24, 1993.

Loy Elizabeth Tate (B.S. '37,
M.A. '56) June 2, 1993.

Thomas V. Tomerlin Sr. (M.A.
'52) June 27, 1993.

Doris C. Bowyer ( .S. '38) July
9, 1993.

John Baratti Jr. (B.S. '53) July
2, 1993.

Carol Walton Sawyer (B.S.E.D.
'69, M.Ed. '73) Sept. 8,
1993.

James 0. Graham (B.S. '38),
MSU's 1929 football team
captain, May 12, 1993.

William Clarence DeBoe (B.S.
'53) Oct. 3, 1993.

Margaret Carruthers Johnson
(B.S. '39) April 28, 1993.
Edith Brooks "Pinkey" Orio
(B .S. '39) July 1993.

Catherine R. Hannifin, friend ,
Sept. 30, 1993.

Paul Reeves Regan ('42) Oct.
31, 1993.

Veloria Harris, physical plant
and planning at MSU, June 10,
1993.

Dr. William Kimbrough Boren
('44) July 5, 1993.

Sallie Starr Webber Hillard,
friend, Sept. 30, 1993 .
Dr. John Campbell Osoinach,
friend, Aug. 16, 1993.
William Smothers, retired
MSU paint foreman, June 17,
1993.
Martha Teuton, emerita, May
27, 1993.
Flora Harvill Wiltcher, friend,
May 29, 1993.
Reginald Wurzburg, friend,
July 4, 1993.

l\l

John Doggett Jr. (LL.B. '48)
June 26, 1993 .
Milton Edward Durham (LL.B.
'48) July 25, 1993.
Charles L. Gaglio (B.S. '49)
July 11, 1993.
George Anthony Lammel (B.S.
'49, LL.B. '49, M.A. '54) Aug. 5,
1993.
Harold L. Crenshaw (B.S. '50)
Dec. 16, 1992.
Billy G. Scott (B .S. '50) June
30, 1993.

Margaret Louise "Peggy"
Wilkinson Kidd (B.S. '54).
Dr. Clarence Delbert Culver Jr.
(B.A. '56, M.A. '58).
Inez Holloway Barnes (M.A.
'57).

_gQ_
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Troy K. Holamon II (B.F.A. '70)
Jan. 9, 1993.
Leslie Rhodes Nelson Jr. (B.A.
'71) July 3, 1993.

20

Theodore Carroll Smith III
(B.B.A. '71) May 1, 1993.

150

Stephen Lloyd Coughlin
(B .B.A. '73) June 30, 1993.

Dr. Alvin Walter (B.S. '57)
June 14, 1993.
Rex Hoots (B.B.A. '58) March
18, 1993.
Thomas Jefferson Crofford
(B.S. '60) May 6, 1993.

Marion John Turner (B.B.A.
'73) Aug. 6, 1993.
Robert Eugene McBee (B .M.
'74) May 30,1993.
William Wayne Downs (B.S.
'75, M.Ed. '76) May 15, 1993.

Norman Hogan (M.A. '60).
Charlotte Margaret
Kronschnabel (B.S. '62), MSU's
music department, July 1,
1993.
Nancy Fowler Treadway
(B. B.A. '62) May 1, 1993.
Margaret S. Scarborough (M.A.
'63) Aug. 1993.

20
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William J. Dawson Jr. (B.B.A.
'76) May 8, 1993.
Hugh J. Steckol (B.A. '76,
M.P.A. '78) June 24, 1993.

20
80

Walter West Hamby (B.A.,
M.A. '86) July 27, 1993.

Majorie B. Boals ('52).

Jerold M. Bensky (B.S. '67,
M.A. '71) May 25, 1993.

Robert H. James (M.A. '52)
Jan. 18, 1993.

Helen Elizabeth Miller Raines
(M.Ed. '67) July 26, 1993.

Nathaniel Fields (B .B.A. '89)
May 28, 1993.

Max D. Brown (LL.B. '32) May
21, 1993.

Naomi Kenner (M.A. '52) Jan.
11, 1993.

Bertha Polk Ray (M.Ed. '67)
Sept. 24, 1993.

Woodruff A. "Trey" Oliphant III
('93) Aug. 1993.

We Want to Hear From You...
□
□

Please send me a complimentary MSU National Alumni Association □ car window decal □ bumper sticker.
Please contact me about
□ MSU Club
□ Constituent Chapter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Club/Chapter
Please send the information requested.
□ News Item for "People"
□ Birth Information
Address Change
□ Name Change

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SS#

Year/Degree _______

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _________________ State ______________ Zip _______

News/Request:
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If you receive more than one copy of Memphis State Magazine, please contact the Alumni Center to verify mailing information. If you
have friends who would like to receive the publication, ask them to call the Alumni Center. News items and photographs are welcome, but
we cannot be responsible for return of unsolicited materials. All verifiable information received on MSU graduates is printed in the order
it is received and as space permits. Photographs will be used at the discretion of the editor. Mail to: National Alumni Association • Memphis
l,'.:tate University_:_ Memphis, TN 38152 ~hone_!,_0!..!_678-258f!..:_ FAX901 / 678-5215. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j
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Mickey Alan Thomas (M.Ed.
'82).

,----------------------------------- --- 7
□

p

Grace Gavin Ricossa (B.S.E.D.
'75, M.Ed. '80) Sept. 18,
1993.

Maj. Gen. Herbert Leonard
Grills (Dip. '24, B.S. '26), 1984
Distinguished Alumni Award
recipient, Sept. 29, 1993.

□
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William Rainey Jr. (B.S . '71)
July 17, 1993.
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Focus on us for
your higher
education future!
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~ Memphis State University
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Office of Student Relations
901 /678-2169 or 800/669-2678
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